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Introduction :

Personal involvement can be defined as “A 
person’s  perce ived re levance  of  the  
advertisement based on inherent needs, values, 
and interests”(Zaichkowsky 1985).This 
definition does have cognitive and affective 
relevance. According to Zaichkowsky and Bloch 
Richins involvement has three factors. The first 
factor related to characteristics of person, the 
second factor related to characteristics of 
stimulus, and the third factor characteristics of 
situation. Increase in the level of these factors 
lead to the change in the level of involvement 
with stimulus in context of involvement with 
products, with advertisements, or with purchase 
situation. Hence one can be involved with 
advertisements, products. Or with purchase 
decisions. Possible results of involvement may be 
the amount of information search , the 
effectiveness of an aid to induce purchase, the 
relative importance of the product class, the 
perceived differences in product  attribution, the 
preference of a particular brand, the influence of 
price on a particular brand, choice and the time 
s p e n t  i n  d e l i b e r a t i n g  a l t e r n a t i v e s .  
Communication effects can be expected with 

high or low involvement and the effects would 
also be different for both high and low level of 
involvement. Krugman (1965) suggested that, 
with high involvement, a communication should 
act most directly to modify beliefs to verbalize 
propositions. By contrast, with low involvement 
the impact should be more on perceptions such as 
brand logos or package configurations or sensory 
organisations and should occur more gradually 
being effective only with repeated exposures. 
The term involvement is directly linked to the 
purchase or psychological risk. Low involvement 
brand are low risk purchase items. They generally 
relate to every day consumer goods (FMCG, 
Clothing and cosmetics are some good 
examples). Individuals would spend a very little 
time thinking about it before purchase whereas 
high involvement brands are high risk purchases. 
An intensive thought is spent deciding if the 
goods or services should be bought or used. There 
is a relationship between involvement and 
motivation in advertising planning process. A low 
involvement informational brand attitude 
strategy is for low risk purchase items whereas 
for low involvement transformational brand the 
customer does not really need it but sees it as an 
indulgement or an association with desired status. 
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Abstract :

Zaichkowsky (1985) defines involvement as a person's perceived relevance of the object based 
on inherent needs, values, and interests. This definition recognizes past definitions of 
involvement, and the corresponding scale, the Personal Involvement Inventory (PII), is 
applicable to advertisements, products, or purchase decisions. The PII is composed of semantic 
differential items scored on 7-point scales. Scores on the items are summed to form an overall 
measure of involvement.

Possible results of involvement may be the amount of information search , the effectiveness of an 
aid to induce purchase, the relative importance of the product class, the perceived differences in 
product  attribution, the preference of a particular brand, the influence of price on a particular 
brand, choice and the time spent in deliberating alternatives. Communication effects can be 
expected with high or low involvement and the effects would also be different for both high and 
low level of involvement.

The purpose of this study is to measure a person's involvement or interest in advertising with 
respect to different product categories. Scope of the primary data survey is limited to student 
youth of Ernakulam District. Both descriptive and inferential statistics shall be applied to draw 
conclusions based on the study.
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(eg: perfumes, fashion). A high involvement 
informational brand attitude strategy is for high 
risk purchase items. Thus high involvement 
brands will require additional promotional 
material to support the products whereas some 
products require both low and high involvement 
transformational groups because of its 
dependence on social classification of customers, 
they may or may not see it as high risk purchase.

Review of Literature :

Involvement is a fundamental factor in 
advertising research, and it is generally held that 
involvement moderates advertising effectiveness 
(Greenwald and Leavitt 1984). Consumer 
involvement describes how relevant and 
important a consumer feels a product, brand or 
issue is to himself/ herself (Greenwald and 
Leavitt 1984). In high involvement context, 
advertising directly modifies an individual’s 
beliefs, attitude, and behaviour but in a low 
involvement context an individual is effected by 
other alternative options.

Consumer involvement theory-CIT is a way to 
understand the psychology and behaviour of 
target audience. The forces that drive most 
purchase decisions are the time and energy an 
individual devotes to making decision and the 
second factor is the degree to which emotion or 
reason, feelings or logic influence a purchase 
decision.

In the classic review of Audience involvement in 
advertising Greenwald and Leavitt (1984) 
conceptualize four levels of involvement, all with 
the basis of personal relevance to the viewer to 
the advertisement. They focus on the notion that 
audience acquires knowledge from the 
advertisement and conclude that the audience 
involvement is the  allocation of attention to a 
message source, as needed to analyse the 
message one of a series of abstract 
representational levels. One may not  necessarily  
be involved with the product category to be 
involved with advertisement of any product.

Zaichkowksy indicated that the personal 
involvement inventory scale was developed for 
researchers to measure and account for individual 
variation in the level of involvement, she states 
that PII offers researchers a quickly administered 
tool, generalized across product category, that 
can be used as a covariate to other research 

questions. The personal involvement inventory is 
a valid measure in a services context by 
investigating multiple, diverse service contexts, 
however they have two dimensions measured by 
the personal involvement inventory for services- 
cognitive and effective involvement. 

Statement of the Problem :

Personal involvement inventory is a context free 
measure applicable to involvement with 
advertisements and with purchase situations. The 
effectiveness of advertising messages is widely 
believed to be moderated by audience 
involvement. Thus our study aims to find the 
consumer involvement in advertising in 
Ernakulam district using Personal Involvement 
Inventory Scale (Zaichkowsky, 1985)

Objectives :

• To understand the level of consumer 
involvement in advertising across different 
product categories

• To comprehend the association of socio 
economic variables in the level of consumer 
involvement in advertising across different 
product categories

Methodology :

The study is empirical in nature based on primary 
data collected from 120 sample respondents from 
Ernakulam district and secondary data from 
published sources. Both descriptive and 
inferential statistics have been applied to arrive at 
the conclusions based on the study.

Hypotheses :

The presents study hypotheses the following 
based on the objectives:

• There is no significant difference in the 
consumer involvement in advertising  

• There is no significant association between 
the level of consumer involvement in 
advertising and socio economic variables

Results



Table 1
Profile of the Sample

Variable Categories Frequency Percentage

Gender Male 62 51.7
Female 58 48.3
Total 120 100.0

Age Below 30 62 51.7
30 to 50 44 36.7
Above 50 14 11.7
Total 120 100.0

Region Rural 40 33.3
Urban 80 66.7
Total 120 100.0

Education SSLC/+2 10 8.3
Graduate 52 43.3
Post Graduate 58 48.3
Total 120 100.0

Occupation Employed – Govt/ 4 3.3
Public Sector
Employed - 34 28.3
Public Sector
Self Employed 14 11.7
Unemployed 8 6.7
Student 60 50.0
Total 120 100.0

Annual Below Rs 2 Lakhs 57 47.5
Family Rs 2 Lakhs to - 38 31.7
Income Rs 5 Lakhs

Rs 5 Lakhs to - 16 13.3
Rs 10 Lakhs
Above Rs 10 Lakhs 9 7.5
Total 120 100.0

Marital Single 68 56.7

Status Married 52 43.3
Total 120 100.0

Type of Joint Family 22 18.3
Family Nuclear Family 98 81.7

Total 120 100.0

Religion Hindu 42 35.0
Christian 50 41.7
Muslim 28 23.3
Total 120 100.0

(Source: Survey Data)

Consumer Involvement in Advertising :

Consumer Involvement in Advertising is 
attempted to be measured using PII Scale 
(Zaichkowsky, 1985). The Personal Involvement 
Inventory is composed of semantic differential 
items scored on 7-point scales. Scores on the 
items are summed to form an overall measure of 
involvement. The data collected was found to be 
reliable with a relatively high Cronbach’s alpha 
(Nunally, 1978) as follows:

FMCG 0.937
Health Care 0.932
Personal Care 0.900
Jewellery 0.962
Textiles 0.937
Awareness Campaigns 0.963

The analysis on the level of consumer 
involvement in advertising produced the 
following results:

Table 2
Level of Consumer Involvement in Advertising

    FMCG Healthcare Personal Care    Jewellery Textiles Awareness 
Campaigns

Categories Count % Count % Count % Count % Count % Count %

Low 30 25.0 30 25.0 30 25.0 36 30.0 38 31.7 30 25.0
Moderate 58 48.3 56 46.7 60 50.0 54 45.0 50 41.7 60 50.0
High 32 26.7 34 28.3 30 25.0 30 25.0 32 26.7 30 25.0

Total 120 100.0 120 100.0 120 100.0 120 100.0 120 100.0 120 100.0

p value#       0.002**        0.007**       0.001**       0.020*         0.122        0.001**

[Source: Survey Data]
# Chi Square test
**Significant @ 1% level of significance

The consumer involvement in advertising 
appears to be well distributed across the 
consumers. Almost all categories have 
considerable values though; more in number 
belongs to the moderate category. The level of 
consumer involvement is found to be 
significantly different among consumers except 
in the case of textiles.

Table 3
One Sample t Test on Consumer Involvement in Advertising

 N Mean Std.       t Df p value
Deviation

  FMCG 120 23.1500 5.99110 42.329 119 <0.001**
  Healthcare 120 24.3167 5.73502 46.447 119 <0.001**
  Personal Care 120 23.6500 5.07366 51.062 119 <0.001**
  Jewellery 120 21.0500 7.82245 29.478 119 <0.001**
  Textiles 120 24.6667 6.04928 44.668 119 <0.001**
  Awareness 120 23.2500 7.15642 35.589 119 <0.001**
  Campaigns

[Source: Compiled from Survey Data]
** Significant @ 1 % level of significance



Since the one sample t test produced a p value less 
than 0.001, the null hypothesis is rejected @ 1% 
level of significance and it is inferred that there is 
a significant difference in the consumer 
involvement in advertising in all product 
categories under study.

Table 4
Association of Consumer Involvement in 
Advertising of FMCG products with Socio 
Economic Variables

Variable Categories Mean of P value #
Index

Gender Male 22.8710
Female 23.4483 0.335
Total 23.1500

Age Below 30 22.8065
30 to 50 22.8182 0.294
Above 50 25.7143
Total 23.1500

Region Rural 24.2000
Urban 22.6250 0.460
Total 23.1500

Education SSLC/+2 23.8000
Graduate 23.3846 0.859
Post Graduate 22.8276
Total 23.1500

Occu- Employed- Govt/ 22.5000
pation Public Sector

Employed - 26.7059
Private Sector
Self Employed 20.1429 0.001**
Unemployed 21.5000
Student 22.1000
Total 23.1500

Annual Below Rs 2 Lakhs 23.2281
Family Rs 2 Lakhs to - 23.1842
Income Rs 5 Lakhs

Rs 5 Lakhs to 21.8750 0.490
Rs 10 Lakhs
Above 10 Lakhs 24.7778
Total 23.1500

Marital Single 22.9706
Status Married 23.3846 0.223

Total 23.1500

Type of Joint Family 23.6364
Family Nuclear Family 23.0408 0.406

Total 23.1500

Religion Hindu 24.4762
Christian 22.6000 0.002**
Muslim 22.1429
Total 23.1500

[Source: Compiled from Survey Data]
# Chi-Square Test with Level of Consumer Involvement and Socio 
Economic Factors
* Significant @ 5% level of significance
** Significant @ 1% level of significance

A significant association is found to exist 
between the consumer involvement in 
advertising of FMCG products and the Socio 
Economic Variables of occupation and religion.

A high level of involvement is found to exist with 
private sector employed by occupation and 
Hindu by religion.

Table 5
Association of Consumer Involvement in 
Advertising of Healthcare Products with Socio 
Economic Variables

Variable Categories Mean of P value #
Index

Gender Male 23.8710
Female 24.7931 0.553
Total 24.3167

Age Below 30 23.1935
30 to 50 25.3182 0.016*
Above 50 26.1429
Total 24.3167

Region Rural 25.5500
Urban 23.7000 0.007**
Total 24.3167

Education SSLC/+2 16.6000
Graduate 23.4615 < 0.001**
Post Graduate 26.4138
Total 24.3167

Occu- Employed - Govt/ 28.0000
pation Public Sector

Employed - 26.6471
Private Sector 0.342
Self Employed 24.0000
Unemployed 22.5000
Student 23.0667
Total 24.3167

Annual Below Rs 2 Lakhs 24.1228
Family Rs 2 to 5 Lakhs 25.3158
Income Rs 5 to 10 Lakhs 23.5625 0.754

Above Rs 10 Lakhs 22.6667
Total 24.3167

Marital Single 24.0294
Status Married 24.6923 0.811

Total 24.3167

Type of Joint Family 25.4545
Family Nuclear Family 24.0612 0.527

Total 24.3167

Religion Hindu 24.2857
Christian 25.0800 0.320
Muslim 23.0000
Total 24.3167

[Source: Compiled from Survey Data]
# Chi-Square Test with Level of Consumer Involvement and Socio 
Economic Factors
* Significant @ 5% level of significance
** Significant @ 1% level of significance

A significant association is found to exist 
between the Consumer Involvement in 
Advertising of Healthcare products and the Socio 
Economic Variables of age, region and education.

A high level of involvement is found to exist with 
aged above 50, rural by region and post graduates 
by education.



Table 6
Association of Consumer Involvement in 
Advertising of Personal Care Products with 
Socio Economic Variables

Variable Categories Mean of P value #
Index

Gender Male 22.3548
Female 25.0345 < 0.001**
Total 23.6500

Age Below 30 24.1613
30 to 50 22.9545 0.464
Above 50 23.5714
Total 23.6500

Region Rural 25.1500
Urban 22.9000 0.192
Total 23.6500

Education SSLC/+2 20.8000
Graduate 23.9231 0.018*
Post Graduate 23.8966
Total 23.6500

Occu- Employed - Govt/ 21.0000
pation Public Sector

Employed  - 25.5294
Private Sector
Self Employed 21.4286 0.013*
Unemployed 22.7500
Student 23.4000
Total 23.6500

Annual Below Rs 2 Lakhs 24.3158
Family Rs 2 to 5 Lakhs 22.6316
Income Rs 5 to 10 Lakhs 24.5625 0.264

Above Rs 10 Lakhs 22.1111
Total 23.6500

Marital Single 24.4118
Status Married 22.6538 0.087

Total 23.6500

Type of Joint Family 25.0909
Family Nuclear Family 23.3265 0.716

Total 23.6500

Religion Hindu 24.2857
Christian 23.1600 0.895
Muslim 23.5714
Total 23.6500

[Source: Compiled from Survey Data]
# Chi-Square Test with Level of Consumer Involvement & Socio Economic Factors
* Significant @ 5% level of significance
** Significant @ 1% level of significance

A significant association is found to exist between the Consumer 
Involvement in Advertising of Personal care products and the Socio 
Economic Variables of gender, education, and occupation.

A high level of involvement is found to exist with female in gender, 
graduate and post graduate  in education, and Private Sector 
Employed in occupation.

Table 7
Association of Consumer Involvement in Advertising of Jewellery 
with Socio Economic Variables

Variable Categories Mean of P value #
Index

Gender Male 17.0968
Female 25.2759 < 0.001**
Total 21.0500

Age Below 30 18.6452

30 to 50 23.4091 0.026*
Above 50 24.2857
Total 21.0500

Region Rural 25.2500
Urban 18.9500 0.001**
Total 21.0500

Education SSLC/+2 18.2000
Graduate 18.1538 < 0.001**
Post Graduate 24.1379
Total 21.0500

Occu- Employed – Govt/ 29.0000
pation Public Sector

Employed  - 23.8824
Public Sector
Self Employed 19.1429 < 0.001**
Unemployed 25.5000
Student 18.7667
Total 21.0500

Annual Below Rs 2 Lakhs 20.1053
Family Rs 2 to 5 Lakhs 23.3421
Income Rs 5 to 10 Lakhs 19.3750 0.479

Above Rs 10 Lakhs 20.3333
Total 21.0500

Marital Single 19.2353
Status Married 23.4231 0.009**

Total 21.0500

Type of Joint Family 24.2727
Family Nuclear Family 20.3265 0.002**

Total 21.0500

Religion Hindu 20.3810
Christian 20.3600 0.623
Muslim 23.2857
Total 21.0500

[Source: Compiled from Survey Data]
# Chi-Square Test with Level of Consumer Involvement & Socio Economic Factors
* Significant @ 5% level of significance
** Significant @ 1% level of significance

A significant association is found to exist 
between the consumer involvement in 
advertising of Textiles and the Socio Economic 
Variables except annual income and religion.

Table 8
Association of Consumer Involvement in 
Advertising of Textiles with Socio Economic 
Variables

Variable Categories Mean of P value #
Index

Gender Male 22.7742
Female 26.6897 0.029*
Total 24.6667

Age Below 30 24.5806
30 to 50 24.7727 0.145
Above 50 24.7143
Total 24.6667

Region Rural 28.3000
Urban 22.8500 < 0.001**
Total 24.6667

Education SSLC/+2 26.4000
Graduate 24.5385 0.033*
Post Graduate 24.4828
Total 24.6667



Occu- Employed - Govt/ 24.0000
pation Public Sector

Employed  - 25.4118
Public Sector
Self Employed 22.8571 0.103
Unemployed 25.7500
Student 24.5667
Total 24.6667

Annual Below Rs 2 Lakhs 24.9474
Family Rs 2 to 5 Lakhs 24.4474
Income Rs 5 to 10 Lakhs 25.3750 0.032*

Above Rs 10 Lakhs 22.5556
Total 24.6667

Marital Single 25.3235
Status Married 23.8077 0.011*

Total 24.6667

Type of Joint Family 26.6364
Family Nuclear Family 24.2245 0.269

Total 24.6667

Religion Hindu 24.6667
Christian 23.7200 0.021*
Muslim 26.3571
Total 24.6667

[Source: Compiled from Survey Data]
# Chi-Square Test with Level of Consumer Involvement & Socio Economic Factors
* Significant @ 5% level of significance
** Significant @ 1% level of significance

A significant association is found to exist 
between the consumer involvement in 
advertising of Jewellery and the Socio Economic 
Variables except age, occupation and type of 
family.

Table 9
Association of Consumer Involvement in 
Advertising of Awareness Campaigns with Socio 
Economic Variables

Variable Categories Mean of P value #
Index

Gender Male 24.9355
Female 21.4483 < 0.001**
Total 23.2500

Age Below 30 22.4194
30 to 50 23.3182 0.018*
Above 50 26.7143
Total 23.2500

Region Rural 22.2500
Urban 23.7500 0.027*
Total 23.2500

Education SSLC/+2 16.4000
Graduate 23.4615 < 0.001**
Post Graduate 24.2414
Total 23.2500

Occu- Employed - Govt/ 32.5000
pation Public Sector

Employed  - 21.9412
Public Sector 0.001**
Self Employed 24.0000
Unemployed 20.0000
Student 23.6333
Total 23.2500

Annual Below Rs 2 Lakhs 21.7895

Family Rs 2 to 5 Lakhs 25.8421
Income Rs 5 to 10 Lakhs 22.3125 0.021*

Above Rs 10 Lakhs 23.2222
Total 23.2500

Marital Single 22.3529
Status Married 24.4231 0.295

Total 23.2500

Type of Joint Family 20.5455
Family Nuclear Family 23.8571 0.050*

Total 23.2500

Religion Hindu 21.2381
Christian 24.2400 0.006**
Muslim 24.5000
Total 23.2500

[Source: Compiled from Survey Data]
# Chi-Square Test with Level of Consumer Involvement and Socio 
Economic Factors
* Significant @ 5% level of significance
** Significant @ 1% level of significance

A significant association is found to exist 
between the consumer involvement in 
advertising of Jewellery and the Socio Economic 
Variables except marital status.

Discussion :

The consumer involvement in advertising 
appears to be well distributed across the 
consumers. Almost all categories have 
considerable values though; more in number 
belongs to the moderate category. The level of 
consumer involvement is found to be 
significantly different among consumers except 
in the case of textiles. A moderate association is 
found to exist between the consumer 
involvements in advertising socio economic 
factors with few exceptions. The advertisers need 
to leverage on the high and moderate 
involvement category of consumers to serve the 
goals of advertising campaigns.
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Introdaction :

Efficient operation of food processing industry 
companies in the markets of Ukraine depends on 
the degree of adaptability to the conditions of 
globalization and maintaining its leading position 
in the competition. Substantial support in this 
struggle is to intensify marketing activities of 
companies, based on widespread use of 
communication and consulting technologies of 
digital marketing. 

The success of companies and food processing 
industry in Ukraine international and domestic 
markets also depends on the level of innovation 
of marketing, communication and consulting 
activities. The marketing activities of the 
company in terms of society digitalization, the 
use of Internet technologies and digital channels, 
transformed into a new form that is based on 
digital marketing. Needing to use digital 
marketing by Ukrainian food processing and 
industry companies due, on the one hand - 
competitive pressure from internal and external 
market environment, and the second - an ongoing 
process of global technological development 
communication and consulting networks and 
digital communication channels. Digital 
channels allow marketers to efficiently support 
communication inverse relationship with 
customers, target groups, organize promotion, 

trademarks and branding exercise.

Thus, customers and counterparties in the market 
using various types of digital channels, change the 
classic forms of marketing communication through 
the transition to digital interactive personalized 
media, which increases the speed and range to 
attract new customers and create audiences.

We believe that the formation of the modern 
concept of communication and consulting 
technologies of digital marketing based on 
compliance with a number of methodological 
principles, namely the use of innovative methods 
of creating information marketing messages to 
consumers and adaptation of digital distribution 
channels broadcast messages to the pace of global 
technological development of information and 
communication systems.

The above conceptual approach ensures the 
provision of quality information and advisory 
services to consumers in terms of marketing 
activities defined strategy - strengthening the 
competitive position of the company.

Competitive advantages of the company are 
specific characteristics that reflect company-
specific difference from other similar facilities in 
the degree of satisfaction individualized needs of 
stakeholders in the market. Efficient use of 
market information obtained based on feedback 
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Abstract :

The article substantiates the modern concept of the use of ICT for Digital Marketing Companies 
in marketing activities and Food Processing Industry in Ukraine.  It is shown that the use of 
communications technology based on advanced digital distribution channels marketing 
information and consulting steel and forms a unique competitive advantage in the market.  The 
features of the use of communication and consulting technologies in marketing on digital 
platforms : internet, cloud, mobile and more.  Studied their impact on the target audience and 
expanding range of consumer products through the use of personalized interactive media.  The 
article substantiates directions of formation of competitive advantages of the company based on 
the use of communication and consulting technologies of digital marketing.
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from customers and target audiences, allows the 
company to respond to changing market 
conditions, product, pricing and marketing 
policy. This is what makes finding new 
approaches to determining the competitive 
advantage of the market system use 
communication and consulting technologies of 
digital marketing (2015, vi).

Objectives :

The study aims to study from the standpoint of the 
new outlook conceptual approach regarding the 
use of communication and consulting 
technologies in marketing as a tool for company 
competitive advantage in the market.

To achieve the goal should be to solve the 
following:

• To analyze and identify areas of efficient use 
of communication & consulting technologies 
in digital marketing environment;

• Show the need for communication and 
consulting technologies in marketing 
activities of companies  taking into account 
global trends in scientific and technological 
development of digital products;

• Substantiate areas of  competi t ive 
advantages in the market through the use of 
communication and consulting technologies 
of digital marketing.

Literature review :

The results of scientific and practical research on 
the use of digital media in the marketing and 
communication activities of companies covered 
papers, foreign and domestic scientists. Thus, 
foreign research scientists such as: J. O'Brien, J. 
Callon, M. Carrol, P. Smith and M. Porter focused 
on the main principles of use companies of digital 
systems and Internet marketing communications 
highly competitive market environment (1999, i; 
1996, ii; 1996, iii; 2005, xiii; 2003, xvi) . 
Developments scientists D. Schaffer and K. 
Grunert  focused on the development of 
marketing communications activities in 
marketing management and corporate marketing 
planning companies and food processing 
industry (1998,iv; 1996,v).

Ukrainian scientists such as O. Olifirov, I. 
Boychuk, I. Litovchenko, A. Shchedrin,  M. 
Shvydenko and J. Palekh improved the 
theoretical concept of digital marketing and 

reviewed the practice of digital channels and 
Internet in  sphere of marketing communication 
and consulting activities of Ukrainian companies 
(2010, xi; 2010, viii; 2011,  x; 2012, xx; 2015, 
xix; 2017, xii). Further developments regarding 
the use of innovative communication 
technologies on modern computer platforms 
studied in the works of Ukrainian scientists: T. 
Dubrava, N. Pinchuk, G. Pocheptsov, O. Holod  
(2009, ix; 2011, xiv; 2012, xv; 2013,xvii) etc.

Despite the presence of a large number of 
scientific publications in the area of companies 
using electronic communications and Internet 
technologies, it remains a question for further 
research communication and consulting 
technologies of digital marketing in the 
formation of competitive advantage of company. 
In addition, the dynamic changes in the market 
environment make it difficult to conduct effective 
business activities of companies and food 
processing industry in Ukraine and put forward 
new requirements for style, methods and forms to 
using them in communication and consulting 
technologies in marketing activities. This is what 
leads to further research the above problems.

Research Results :

In current market conditions to improve the 
efficiency of its operations and food processing 
industry Ukraine using various marketing 
techniques, algorithms and tools. The analysis 
showed that the 2015-2016 was extremely 
difficult for the economy of Ukraine in general 
and for the food processing industry in particular. 
Economic policy in the direction of supporting 
European integration companies had a number of 
successful activities that contributed to business 
development companies and its confidence in the 
markets. This is confirmed by the dynamics of 
change in business confidence indicator 
companies and food processing industry, which 
increased in Q1 2017 compared to Q4 2016 and 
amounted to - 7% (Figure 1).

 

Fig. 1. The indicator of business confidence in the food industry of 
Ukraine (Smith, 2003).

The evaluation of the dynamics of change over 
the same period the volume of production 
companies and food processing industry showed 



an increase of 11% (Smith, 2003). At the same 
time, the effect of macro and micro factors and 
external economic situation has created a 
problematic situation further sustainable 
economic development of companies and 
opportunistic food processing industry markets.

In such circumstances, we believe that the 
operational use of market information through the 
intensification of marketing communications 
system using modern digital tools allow 
companies to respond to changing market 
situations raise to a higher level of marketing 
activities and strengthen market research policies.

The content of the communication processes in 
the system combine marketing methods and 
techniques that allow marketers to obtain 
expected results in the communication process. 
Successful communication and consulting 
activities in the marketing field based 
organization communication processes for 
certain models. In this context, the classical 
model of marketing communication has certain 
"chain" from the transfer stage marketer message 
information (address) as individual consumers 
and target audiences to achieve communication 
phase formation and effect of feedback from 
consumer’s marketer. In the course of 
communication and consulting process of its 
basic components act interactive communication 
and consulting technologies, through which 
information marketing message spread through 
cer ta in  channels  of  informat ion and 
communication with consumers (2016, xviii).

Digital marketing in the implementation of 
communication and consulting technologies 
involves the use of digital channels, the Internet, a 
large number of communication networks (for 
example: gps, gsm, Bluetooth, WiFi), as well as 
digital television, radio and other digital 
communications.

The development of communication and 
consulting technologies Internet marketing 
strengthens the potential of digital marketing. So, 
using the official Web-site company quickly 
organize marketing communication and 
consultation (ask experts) with customers and 
target audiences. Web-site provides effective 
communicative relationship with contractors and 
business partners.

Optimizing Web-site for social networking-based 
SMO (social media optimization) promotes the 

creation of thematic groups of consumers, 
attracting new audiences and expands existing 
customers. Marketing communications through 
the Web-site guarantees increased sales Catalog 
Company significantly expanded audience of 
consumers, keeping certain categories of 
consumers and enhance the market competitive 
position in the market.

Social networking Internet is a popular medium 
of communication, marketing promotion where 
content is often quite effective and its distribution 
is aimed at large audiences consumer products 
companies. Thus, the use of online social media 
technology SMM (social media marketing) 
creates additional conditions to attract visitors to 
Web-site and formation of audiences for 
targeting. Targeting marketing as a tool for 
Internet communication, allowing consumers to 
form audiences according to various criteria 
(geography, interests of consumers) and 
implement marketing communications and 
consultations based on personalized items.

Competitive market environment encourages 
Ukrainian companies of food processing and 
industry to increase marketing expenses in 
general and online advertising in particular. Thus, 
in 2016 the share of spending on Internet 
advertising in the marketing budgets of 
companies exceeded 25%. Spending on Internet 
marketing in 2017 some companies will grow 
even more rapidly.

The most common Internet technologies in 
advertising communication companies and food 
processing and industry are technologies: content 
(search) advertising, banner, video and 
advertising background. Note that if you run 
Internet advertising limited to one platform, now 
one and the same digital advertising customers 
can browse on mobile devices, laptops, tablets, 
and television.

Promotional video content on the Internet 
replaces TV- content as in foreign countries and 
in Ukraine as well. Growing popularity of 
YouTube and emerging platforms Live streaming 
360 degree video.

Experts predict that by the end of 2017 the video 
will be more than 78% of total Internet traffic 
(Electronic resource, xxi).

Our analytical studies, the use of video content in 
advertisements on Web-sites of companies 
significantly increase (90%) the number of visits 



to Web-site users and transition them.

It should be noted that today in Ukraine is 
actively developing Internet technology as a tool 
for branding brand promotion and formation 
company image. This Web-site of the company is 
the main place and means of implementation of 
communication and consulting technologies of 
branding (2017, vii).

In the system of marketing communications 
online branding characterized by: resource 
convenience and efficiency; the content of the 
Web-site and personification of messages to 
consumers based on its territorial location and 
social status.

Communication and consulting technologies of 
digital marketing, cloud-based algorithms for 
processing large volumes of unstructured 
information, systematizing it, help make 
informed marketing decisions. In this regard, we 
can note the global trend of rising costs for 
implementing of cloud services.  The 
development of cloud technologies enhances the 
quality, form and content of analytical work in the 
marketing and business activities of companies. 
In this regard, US and EU countries reasonable 
national programs for further development of 
cloud technologies and services.

The use of mobile technology in the system 
enriches digital marketing online marketing. This 
is what causes the audience expansion through 
consumer information marketing impact on the 
owners of mobile communication while ensuring 
targeting and personalization of such influence.

The use of communication and consulting 
technologies through digital channels allow 
marketers to keep a constant two-way 
personalized dialogue with consumers to obtain 
information about consumer behavior, create 
their social and psychological portraits provide 
consulting services.

In recent years, there are stable global trends 
annual expansion of companies spending on 
digital marketing and online advertising in 
increasingly online audiences of consumers. 
Thus, increasing the audience of Internet users in 
Ukraine in 2016 to 45% had a positive impact on 
the intensity of use of digital communication 
channels.

Consequently, current trends in digital marketing 
define areas for further improvement of the 

implementation of marketing activities in 
companies and food processing industry in 
Ukraine. Namely, by implementing optimal 
m a r k e t i n g  p r o g r a m s  a n d  m a r k e t i n g  
communication and consulting activities based 
on the use of traditional communication 
channels, combined with the potential of digital 
channels.

The analysis of trends in the development and use 
of technology communications and digital 
marketing consulting, allowed identifying the 
main areas of competitive advantages in the 
process of its operation on the market (Fig. 2).

We believe that it is through the use of 
communication and consulting technologies of 
digital marketing company can get both current 
and strategic competitive advantage in the 
market.

Conclusions :

Dynamic changes in market competition 
environment and global trends in digital 
marketing technology development necessitated 
a more active use of communication and 
consulting technologies of digital marketing in 
the food processing and industry i companies in 
Ukraine. Communication and consulting 
technologies used in digital marketing system are 
efficient, dynamic, interactive, controlled and 
successful. The fundamental role of their 
application due promoting a marketing and 
business activities by creating conditions for 
effective management of operational marketing 
decisions and implementing competitive 
advantages in the global and national levels.

   

Fig.2. The communications and consulting technologies of digital 
marketing in the forming of competitive edges of the company.
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1.  Introduction :

To raise capital is one of the most important and 
complex function of any enterprise. The need for 
capital grows with a growth in the business. At a 
certain stage, it becomes imperative to raise a 
large amount of capital to expand and sustain the 
business, and at an affordable cost to the 
company. An IPO – an acronym for Initial Public 
Offer – is one of the most popular methods of 
raising money from the general public and 
investors through the issue of shares.

There are two ways to price the share one is fixed 
price and another one is book building method. It 
is basically a capital issuance process used in an 
Initial Public Offer which aids price and demand 
discovery. It is also a process used for marketing a 
public offer of equity shares of a company. 
During the period for which the book for the IPO 
is open, bids are collected from investors at 
various prices, which are above or equal to the 
floor price. The offer/issue price is then 
determined by the issuing company after the bid 
closing date based on the various bids that have 
been collected. This Initial Public Offering can 
also be made through the fixed price method or a 
combination of both book building and the fixed 
price method. There are number of studies have 

been conducted with respect to pricing of IPO’S.

In Indian context Krishnamurti and Kumar 
(1994) analyzed 98 IPO’S during 1992-93 and 
reported that the average initial return of 
35.3%.Shah(1995) carried out a study on 2056 
IPO’S from1991-1995 and found first day return  
on an average 105.6% above offer price. 
Madhusuodan and Thripalraju (1997) conducted 
a study on data set of 1992 IPO and found that 
winner’s curse explanation does not hold good in 
India.  Pandey and Arun Kumar(2001) explored 
the impact of signal on underpricing.  Based on 
data set of 1243 IPO’S during 1993-1995 they 
found 68% IPO’S are underpriced and they also 
reported that smaller sized issues tend to have 
higher initial returns as compared to large issues. 
Marisetty and Subrahmanyam (2005) document 
the effects of group affiliation on the initial 
performance of 2,713 Initial Public Offerings 
(IPOs) in India under three regulatory regimes 
during the period 1990-2004. This document 
distinguishes between two competing hypotheses 
regarding group affiliation: the “certification” 
and the “tunneling” hypotheses. They lend 
support to the latter by showing that the 
underpricing of business group companies is 
higher than that of stand-alone companies. 
Furthermore, they find that the long run 

Determinants of Listing Day Gain of 
Recent Book Building IPO's in India

Ashish Mahajan, Asst. Prof.,
S.G.S.I.T.S., Indore

Abstract :

This paper tries to investigate the determinants of first day price performance of 67 IPO’S listed 
on Bombay stock exchange (BSE) during the year 2012-2016.after withdrawal of proposal of 
mandatory safety net margin* but tightening of IPOs pricing norms there was sharp decline in 
terms of number of IPO’S in the year 2012 to 14.only 20 IPO’S was listed on BSE during that 
period and then market regain. overall 45 IPO’S out of 67 IPO’S has shown positive 20.97% 
average first day return and remaining 22 IPO’S have shown negative 8.13% average first day 
return .during hot period (2015-16)only three variable i.e. allocation to institutional investors, 
oversubscription level and market volatility found to have an impact on first day gain and during 
cold period(2012-14) two variable ratio of offer for sale portion in total issue and oversubscription 
level found to have  an impact on first day gain. Firm specific characteristics like firm size, firm 
age, return on net worth etc do not have any significant impact on first day gain.

(*which seeks to ensure not more than 20% decline in IPO issue price and if so happens it 
requires promoters to repurchase shares up to 5% of issue size .this was proposed in the light of  
findings of SEBI  that around 62% issues made during 2008-11 has underperformed sharply.)  

Key Word : book building, Information asymmetry, underpricing, Safety net margin



performance of IPOs, in general, is negative. We 
also find that Indian investors over-react to IPOs 
and their over-reaction (proxied by the 
oversubscription rate) explains the extent of 
underpricing.  Panday(2005) compare the 
difference in underpricing of IPO associated with 
pricing method and found that initial returns were 
higher in fixed price method.

Many other literatures relating to IPO exhibit 
under pricing phenomenon for newly listed firms 
during the early days of trading across many 
countries and capital markets. Early studies 
examined the performance of IPOs on the US 
market. Ibbotson (1975) find an average 
abnormal return of 11.4%. Loughran and Ritter 
(1995) based on their survey of papers on the IPO 
underpricing report average initial returns of 
10.0%. At the international level, most 
researchers have found mixed results compared 
to American findings. On the German market, 
Ljungqvist (1997) using a sample of 189 firms 
over the period 1970-1993 find an initial 
underpricing of about 10.9%. In France, 
Jacquillat and MacDonald (1974) and Dubois 
(1989) report an initial underpricing respectively 
about 4.2% and 19.0 percent. 

However in India most of the firm has started a 
practice of highly overpricing their IPO’S from 
2009 to 2011. To curb such types of practices 
market watchdog SEBI wants them to tell the 
investors about their past record in handling the 
public offers and also keep the prices at realistic 
levels. SEBI has expressed its displeasure in very 
clear terms to the merchant bankers over the cases 
where IPOs have been priced in such a manner 
that there is little left on table for the public 
investors in terms of potential returns. At the 
same time, the regulator is also not happy with the 
hard-selling of these overpriced IPOs to the retail 
investors in a manner that 'good returns' are 
assured from investment in such share sales, even 
if the pricing is beyond rational levels, he added. 
As a remedial measure, SEBI wants the merchant 
bankers to prominently disclose to the investors 
their track records, which would comprise of the 
performance of shares the price in the IPOs 
managed by them.  SEBI has introduce the 
concept of safety margin to ensure fair pricing. 
After this the Indian capital market shown very 
declining period in terms of frequency of IPO’S 
as it is evident from data of 2012-2014. there was 

only 10 in 2012, 04 in 2013 and 06 IPO’S in 2014 
listed on BSE and then market regain from 
2015.therefore to analyze the pricing strategies in 
recent year and their determinant this study has 
been conducted.

2.  Literature Review :

• Literatures that correlate underpricing i.e. 
positive first day return with Information 
Asymmetry Phenomenon :

Rock (1986) finds that informed investors would 
subscript to only the high-quality issues, leaving 
uninformed investors step into the poor ones. 
Therefore, underpricing must occur on average as 
adequate compensation to uninformed investors 
to participate in those weak deals. This is what to 
be called the winner curse.  Benveniste and 
Spindt (1989) also demonstrate the "information 
gathering theory" and state that the underpricing 
is a means to induce informed investors to reveal 
private information about the demand for shares 
in the pre-selling phase, thus allowing better 
evaluation of offerings by the intermediaries.  
Benveniste and Wilhelm (1990), reach a similar 
result when the winner’s curse is possible in an 
environment that admits both informed and 
uninformed investors. Loughran, Ritter, and 
Rydqvist (1994), show that countries that use 
book building typically have less experience with 
under pricing than countries using fixed price 
offerings.

• Literatures that correlate underpricing i.e. 
positive first day return with  the Shares 
Allocation Strategy :

Hanley and Wilhelm (1995), and Ljungqvist and 
Wilhelm (2002), finds that greater under pricing 
is associated with greater allocation to 
institutional bidder. These papers rely on the 
relationship between allocation and price 
revision to proxy for the information contained in 
bids. 

Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2002) find that 
institutions that reveal more valuable information 
during the registration period are rewarded with 
higher allocations when such information is 
positive .

• Literatures that correlate underpricing i.e. 
positive first day return with market condition :

Bradley and Jordan (2002), Loughran and Ritter 
(2000), and Lowry and Schwert (2004) say that 



issue price and the following first-day after 
market return are affected by public information 
such as market index return and industry.  
Loughran and Ritter (2002), find that initial 
returns are significantly related to value weighted 
market returns.  Ibbotson et. al (1994), the 
offering, IPO in particular, easily gain attraction 
from investor in the hot market, whereas it hardly 
finds investor to buy at any reasonable price when 
the market is cold.  Benveniste and Spindt (1989) 
as well as by Hanley (1993), link the underpricing 
to market conditions, when the market condition 
is good, underwriter prefers to adjust only 
partially information to the offer price to allow 
them to favor large regular investors and to avoid 
setting too high price. On the other hand, if the 
market condition is bad, issuers may refuse to 
lower the IPO price too much relative to their 
expectation on initial return. 

• Other literatures :

Cornelli and Goldreich (2003) finds that 
oversubscription and demand elasticity are 
positive correlated with the first day return 
.Benveniste and Busaba (1997) conclude the 
firms with more price uncertainty, or more risk 
averse, are likely to prefer fixed price for their 
offering .this reflect the impact of issuing firm 
characteristics like firm size ,firm age, 
shareholders composition etc on first day return.  
V. Siraprapasiri (1991) shows the result in his 
research paper, regarding the under pricing of 
IPOs, that Ownership concentration is set as a 
proxy for ownership retention has significantly 
relationship to the level of under pricing. He 
suggests ownership concentration can identify 
the entrepreneur and corporate insider. Also, 
retention of ownership can guide the company’s 
direction and performance.  Downes and 
Heinkel, 1982; Allen and Faulhaber, 1989 have 
highlighted the association between the level of 
the capital retained by insiders and the firm value. 
From an agency theory view, a high level of 
retained capital serves to align the interest of firm 
owners (managers) with those of new 
shareholders. This will lead to a higher value of 
the firm. Jensen and Meckling, 1976 shows that 
firms with a diffuse capital structure observe 
more earnings management than more 
concentrated firms, which reduces the cash flows 
and consequently the firm value. Carter et al. 
1998; Ritter, 1984, 1991, and Megginson and 

Weiss, 1991 finds that Age of the firm is 
hypothesized to have a negative impact on the 
level of underpricing following the IPO 
Megginson and Weiss, 1991, Ibbotson et al., 
1994; Carter et al., 1998 studies have reported a 
negative link between firm size and short run 
underpricing.  Finkle, 1998 finds that larger firms 
with more diversified products lines and 
monitoring proceedings, have better access to 
investment capital and resources, which are 
crucial for their profitability and survival indeed, 
the size of the firm, is usually negatively 
associated to its risk. Miller and Reilly (1987) and 
Clarkson and Simunic (1994), agrgued that the 
size of the IPO offer, measured by the total gross 
proceeds raised from the market, is expected to 
affect negatively the underpricing level. The size 
of the offering indicates the uncertainty about 
IPO firms. 

3.  Research Objective :

- To Identify The Under Pricing Level Of 
Indian IPO’S Made During  2010-2016 

- To Analysis Impact of Various Issues 
Related Characteristics upon listing day 
gain.

- To Analysis Impact Of Various Issuing Firm 
Related Characteristics Upon listing day 
gain

- To Analysis Impact Of market condition 
prevailing before IPO Upon listing day gain

- To Analysis Impact Of overall identified 
variables IPO upon listing day gain.

4.  Research Methodology :

4.1 Data :

For the purpose of study secondary data relating 
to Indian IPO’S have been collected and 
incorporated in this paper. Our sample consists of 
67 IPO’S floated in Indian capital market during 
the calendar year 2012 to 2016 and listed on 
Bombay stock exchange. As keeping in view the 
various independent variables relating to issuing 
firm related characteristics like age of the firm, 
net worth, profit etc., only those IPO’S have been 
selected for which final prospectus submitted to 
securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is 
available.  IPO’S that was withdrawn 
subsequently have been kept away from the 
study. The number of IPO during 2012-2016 is as 



follows:

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

No. of  IPO’S 10 04 06 20 27

As the frequency of number of during 2012-2014 
was very low and market index during that period 
was also decline we can consider this period as 
cold period (bearish) on the other hand there was 
sufficient number of IPO’S during 2015-16 
associated with bullish market sentiments it was 
considered as a hot period. Therefore data of 
2015-16 has been grouped as penal-A data and 
data of 2012-14 have been grouped as penal-B 
data.

4.2 Methodology :

For analyzing the impact of various predictor 
variable up on response variable i.e. listing day 
return, cross sectional regression analysis has 
been incorporated in the study. For determining 
regression coefficient value beta, p-values and 
for generating descriptive statistics a statistical 
software package “SYSTAT-13” has been used. 
Listing day return has been calculated by the 
following formula:

Listing day gain (R1DAY) = (P1- P0) / P0 * 100

P1 = Closing price of share on listing day
P0 = Issue price of shares 

4.3. Model specification

Dependant variable(Y): Listing day gain 
(R1DAY) 

Model – 1 Constructed to analyze the impact of 
issuing firm related characteristics on listing day 
gain : 
R1DAY = a + ß1 RONW + ß2 D/E  + ß3  
Ln_AGE+ ß4 Ln_TA 

Model – 2 Constructed to analyze the impact of 
issue related characteristics on listing day gain:

R1DAY = a + ß1 Inst_Inv + ß2 Times_Subs + 
ß3Ratio_OFS   

Model – 3 Constructed to analyze the impact of 
Market related characteristics on listing day gain: 
R1DAY = a + ß1 Inst_Inv + ß2  Times_Subs + 
ß3Ratio_OFS   

Model - 4 Constructed to analyze the impact of all 
above variables taken together up on listing day 
gain : 
R1DAY = a + ß1 RONW + ß2 D/E + ß3 Ln_AGE+ 
ß4 Ln_TA + ß5 Inst_Inv + ß6 Times_Subs  + ß7 

Ratio_OFS + ß8 MR + ß9 MV

Independent variables (As identified in different 
literatures)

Computation Symbol 
Used

Proxy for Issuing Firm Related characteristics 

  1. Return on Net worth Profit after tax / Net worth RONW
(As per last audited financial 
statement)

  2. Debt-Equity Ratio Long term Debt / Equity  D/E 

  3. Firm age Natural logarithm of firm age Ln_AGE
measured in term of months 
from date of incorporation to 
date of listing

  4. Firm size Natural logarithm of total Ln_TA
assets of the company 
excluding intangible assets 
(As per last audited financial 
statement)

Proxy for Issue Related characteristics 

  1. Allocation to (Total shares allotted to Inst_Inv
Institutional Investors Institutional Investors/Total 

number of shares issued) *100

Institutional Investors includes 
Qualified institutional buyers 
(QIB) and anchor investors

  2. Level of subscription Measured in terms of number of Times_Sub
During offer period times ipo was oversubscribed 

overall during offer period 

  3. Source equity Number of shares issued Ratio_OFS
through Offer for sale / total 
shares offered

Proxy for market Related characteristics 

  1. Market Return Calculated as three months MR
average daily return before 
IPO listing

  2. Market Volatility Stander deviation of as three MV
months average daily return 
before IPO listing

5. Empirical Result
5.1 Findings 
Penal –A Data (Hot period)

Dependent Variable : First day Return (R1DAY)

Independent variables Model-1 Model-2 Model-3 Model-4 
Issuing Issue Market All 
firm related cond- variables
charact- charact- ition
eristics eristics

CONSTANT -38.173 13.891 40.001 65.967
(0.484) (0.150) (0.008***) (0.342)

RETURN ON 0.070 - - 0.033
NET WORTH (0.298) (0.538)

LONG TERM DEBT -1.710 - - 0.558
EQUITY RATIO (0.286) (0.700)

NATURAL LOGAR- 0.651 - - -0.847
ITHAM OF TOTAL (0.774) (0.720)
ASSETS

NATURAL LOGARI- 6.764 - - -2.208
THAM OF FIRM AGE (0.133) (0.569)

MARKET RETURN - - 26.487 8.371
(0.368) (0.738)



MARKET - - -28.967  -24.076
VOLATILITY (0.055***) (0.075***)

ALLOCATION TO - -0.239 - -0.215
INSTITUTIONAL (0.086***) (0.197)
INVESTORS 

% OF OFFER FOR - 7.766 - 8.718
SALE IN TOTAL (0.171) (0.158)
ISSUE (source equity)

SUBSCRIPTION LEVEL - 0.362 -
0.336

(0.000*) (0.000*)

R-square 0.091 0.516 0.141 0.576

Adjusted R-square 0.005 0.418 0.102 0.470

Standard error of 19.164 13.77 18.202 13.917
estimate

F-ratio 1.053 14.897 3.613 5.429

p-value of F-ratio (0.392) (0.000*) (0.035**) (0.000*)

*        Significant at 1% level of significance
**      Significant at 5% level of significance
***   Significant at 10% level of significance

Penal – B Data (Cold Period)

Dependent variable : First day Return (R1DAY)

Independent variables Model-1 Model-2 Model-3 Model-4 
Issuing Issue Market All 
firm related cond- variables
charact- charact- ition
eristics eristics

CONSTANT 0.911 -3.986 6.929 -61.967
(0.989) (0.683) (0.754) (0.216)

RETURN ON NET -0.142 0.218
WORTH (0.785) (0.502)

LONG TERM DEBT -2.870 -1.255
EQUITY RATIO (0.471) (0.640)

NATURAL LOGARITH 2.704 1.825
AM OF TOTAL ASSETS (0.995) (0.746)

NATURAL LOGARITH 0.017 0.605
AM OF FIRM AGE (0.743) (0.723)

MARKET RETURN 95.703 63.080
(0.159) (0.277)

MARKET VOLATILITY -1.925 23.403
(0.936) (0.251)

ALLOCATION TO  0.101 0.275
INSTITUTIONAL (0.525) (0.228)
INVESTORS

% OF OFFER FOR -11.530 -16.692
SALE IN TOTAL ISSUE (0.000*) (0.072)
(source equity)

SUBSCRIPTION LEVEL 0 . 8 9 1
0.887

(0.096***) (0.001*)

R-square 0.042 0.713 0.1160 0.796
Adjusted R-square 0.000 0.655 .012 0.591
Standard error of 22.776 12.278 20.552 13.364
estimate
F-ratio 0.164 12.392 1.114 3.893
p-value of F-ratio 0.953 0.000* 0.351 0.028**

* Significant at 1% level of significance
** Significant at 5% level of significance
*** Significant at 10% level of significance

5.2 Analysis of Result

Hot period return: From the above result it can be 

said that characteristics of issuing firm i.e. return 
on net worth, long term debt to equity ratio, firm 
size and firm age do not have any significant 
impact on listing day gain as evident from F-ratio 
1.053 having correspondent p-value 0.392 which 
is insignificant. In nutshell issuing firm 
characteristics alone do not have any significant 
impact on listing day gain.

With respect to issue related characteristics 
allocation to institutional investors shows 
negative coefficient -0.239 having p-value 0.086 
implies that it is significantly negatively related 
to listing day gain which is contrary to the 
findings of Hanley and Wilhelm(1995) and 
Ljungqvist and Wilhelm(2002) who claims that 
greater under pricing is associated with greater 
allocation to institutional bidders. While 
subscription level of IPO, as expected, have 
positive and significant impact on listing day 
gain. As regard ratio of offer for sale in total issue 
by existing shareholders do not exhibit any 
significant impact on listing day gain. Overall 
41.8% variation of listing day gain can be 
accounted for issuing related characteristics.

With respect to market condition prevailing 
before IPO market volatility have coefficient 
value of  -28.967  having p-value  0.055 which is 
significant at 10% level of significance ,is not in 
the line with existing literature as higher is the 
volatility of market higher should  be the listing 
day gain as the issuer would like to under price 
the shares in order to compensate the uninformed 
retail investors from facing winner’s curse 
however the result can be justified on the ground 
that in India the dominant portion of issue are 
subscribed by institutional investors . However 
only 10.2% variation in listing day gain can be 
said to be attributable to market condition.

Cold period return: during this period ratio of 
offer for sale in total issue size have shows 
significant impact on first day return and it has 
negative correlation with first day return means 
one percent increase in offer for sale ratio would 
cause 11.530 % decrease in first day return and 
vice versa .another variable that shows 
significant impact is oversubscription level 
during IPO process. Other variables do not have 
any explicit impact on listing day gain. 

6. Research Conclusion :

Indian capital market is growing one. there was in 



all 64 mainline BSEL listed  IPO’S succeeded in 
2010  and raised capital amounted to rupees 
36,362.18 crore.In calendar year 2011 in all 37 
mainline IPO succeeded and raised capital 
amounted to rupees  6043.57 crore.but due to 
high overpricing practices adopted by Indian 
companies, it has put the Indian capital market in 
to nest. as such the number decline to only 4 
mainline IPOs in 2013and 6in 2014.thereafter 
market regain and number of IPO increases to 20 
in 2015 and 27 in 2016.and again to establish 
investors faith in primary market they adopted the 
practices of underpricing i.e. positive first day 
gain. Out of 47 IPO’S during 2015-16 33 IPO’S 
have shown significant positive return. This 
study reveals that Issuing firm characteristics like 
return on net worth, firm size and firm age long 
term debt to equity ratio do not influence first day 
return. With respect to market condition market 
volatility have shown good impact in hot market 
period. As in line with most of the literature 
oversubscription level have positive impact on 
first day gain both in cold and hot period. Offer 
for sale ratio in total issue shows significant 
impact only in hot period. All other variable have 
not shown any power to predict first day gain.
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Appendix :

Table - 1 : List of IPO’S

Book building IPO’S listed at Bombay Stock Exchange in 2015 & 2016 [hot period]

1 LAURUS LABS LIMITED 28 ALKEM LABORATORIES LIMITED

2 SHEELA FOAM LIMITED 29 DR LAL PATHLABS LIMITED

3 VARUN BEVERAGES LIMITED 30 S H KELKAR AND COMPANY LIMITED

4 PNB HOUSING FINANCE LIMITED 31 INTERGLOBE AVIATION LIMITED

5 ENDURANCE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED 32 COFFEE DAY ENTERPRISES LIMITED

6 HPL ELECTRIC AND POWER LIMITED 33 PRABHAT DAIRY LIMITED

7 ICICI PRUDENTIAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED 34 SADBHAV INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT LTD

8 GNA AXLES LIMITED 35 PENNAR ENGINEERED BUILDING SYSTEMS LIMITED

9 L&T TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LTD 36 SHREE PUSHKAR CHEMICALS AND FERTILIZERS LIMITED

10 RBL BANK LIMITED 37 NAVKAR CORPORATION LIMITED

11 S P APPARELS LIMITED 38 POWER MECH PROJECTS LIMITED

12 DILIP BUILDCON LIMITED 39 SYNGENE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

13 ADVANCED ENZYME TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED 40 MANPASAND BEVERAGES LIMITED

14 LARSEN & TOUBRO INFOTECH LIMITED 41 PNC INFRATECH LIMITED

15 QUESS CORP LIMITED 42 UFO MOVIEZ INDIA LIMITED

16 MAHANAGAR GAS LIMITED 43 MEP INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPERS LIMITED

17 PARAG MILK FOODS LIMITED 44 VRL LOGISTICS LIMITED

18 UJJIVAN FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED 45 INOX WIND LIMITED

19 THYROCARE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED 46 ADLABS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED

20 EQUITAS HOLDINGS LIMITED 47 ORTEL COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED

21 INFIBEAM INCORPORATION LIMITED

22 BHARAT WIRE ROPES LIMITED

23 HEALTHCARE GLOBAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED

24 QUICK HEAL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

25 TEAMLEASE SERVICES LIMITED

26 PRECISION CAMSHAFTS LIMITED

27 NARAYANA HRUDAYALAYA LIMITED

Book building IPO’S listed at Bombay stock Exchange during 2012-2014 [ cold period]

48 MONTE CARLO FASHIONS LIMITED

49 SHEMAROO ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED

50 SHARDA CROPCHEM LIMITED

51 SNOWMAN LOGISTICS LIMITED

52 WONDERLA HOLIDAYS LIMITED

53 ENGINEERS INDIA LIMITED

54 POWER GRID CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD

55 JUST DIAL LIMITED

56 REPCO HOME FINANCE LIMITED

57 V-MART RETAIL LIMITED

58 BHARTI INFRATEL LIMITED

59 PC JEWELLER LIMITED

60 CREDIT ANALYSIS & RESEARCH LIMITED

61 VKS PROJECTS LIMITED

62 SPECIALITY RESTAURANTS LIMITED

63 TRIBHOVANDAS BHIMJI ZAVERI LIMITED

64 MT EDUCARE LTD

65 NATIONAL BUILDINGS CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION LIMITED

66 OLYMPIC CARDS LTD

67 MULTI COMMODITY EXCHANGE OF INDIA LTD



Table-2
 First RONW D-E AGE FIRM MR MV Inst_ sub % OFF-

day RATIO SIZE invters ER
return  %

LAURUS LABS LIMITED 12.266 16.552 0.531 135 23.860 -0.120 0.856 19.793 3.50 0.77

SHEELA FOAM LIMITED 41.370 29.053 0.013 546 22.589 -0.134 0.881 34.923 4.15 1

VARUN BEVERAGES LIMITED 3.798 20.360 1.531 257 24.585 -0.034 0.722 69.651 1.58 0.4

PNB Housing Finance Limited 14.916 15.275 7.762 336 26.416 -0.026 0.720 49.871 20.42 0

ENDURANCE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED 37.225 15.315 0.058 202 23.715 0.021 0.743 50.000 30.92 1

HPL ELECTRIC AND POWER LIMITED -6.411 10.426 0.327 293 23.325 0.071 0.706 50.000 6.77 0.000

ICICI PRUDENTIAL LIFE INS. CO. LTD. -10.883 26.502 0.000 194 27.656 0.106 0.675 0.000 0 1.000

GNA AXLES LIMITED 18.430 18.767 0.305 276 22.220 0.106 0.675 49.545 38.15 0.000

L&T Technology Services Ltd 0.593 38.901 0.000 51 23.626 0.119 0.720 54.837 1.98 1.000

RBL BANK LIMITED 33.022 9.932 3.526 878 26.694 0.094 0.697 50.000 69.62 0.314

S P APPARELS LIMITED 10.075 25.165 0.437 129 22.478 0.133 0.784 50.000 2.66 0.101

DILIP BUILDCON LIMITED 15.046 20.127 0.656 122 24.700 0.118 0.790 50.000 20.95 0.038

ADVANCED ENZYME TECHNO. LTD. 31.507 12.154 0.089 329 21.685 0.146 0.802 49.731 116.02 0.878

LARSEN & TOUBRO INFOTECH LTD. -1.739 50.349 0.000 237 24.201 0.119 0.720 50.000 11.69 1.000

QUESS CORP LIMITED 58.675 24.277 0.000 106 23.000 0.166 0.876 75.000 143.99 0.000

MAHANAGAR GAS LIMITED 23.492 20.202 0.003 254 23.883 0.106 0.906 49.595 64.54 1.000

PARAG MILK FOODS LIMITED 15.256 22.667 1.260 281 22.948 0.149 1.009 74.377 1.83 0.600

UJJIVAN FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED 10.286 10.291 1.742 137 24.406 0.123 1.173 50.000 40.68 0.594

THYROCARE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED 38.587 17.371 0.000 196 21.803 0.072 1.162 49.996 73.55 1.000

EQUITAS HOLDINGS LIMITED 22.955 0.176 0.000 106 22.982 0.130 1.202 49.939 17.21 0.669

INFIBEAM INCORPORATION LIMITED 3.171 -3.093 0.007 70 21.773 -0.049 1.221 75.000 1.11 1.000

BHARAT WIRE ROPES LIMITED 0.889 2.786 0.000 357 21.142 -0.042 1.221 74.494 1.21 1.000

HEALTHCARE GLOBAL ENT. LTD. -21.583 -0.874 0.914 216 22.654 -0.069 1.203 86.368 1.56 0.611

QUICK HEAL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED -20.730 16.674 0.000 246 22.190 -0.154 1.064 49.876 10.80 0.446

TEAMLEASE SERVICES LTD. 20.229 20.102 0.000 192 21.973 -0.188 1.007 74.855 66.02 0.646

PRECISION CAMSHAFTS LIMITED -4.704 26.701 0.417 284 22.436 -0.102 0.915 55.372 1.91 0.415

NARAYANA HRUDAYALAYA LIMITED 34.680 3.655 0.201 186 23.283 -0.072 0.735 50.000 8.70 1.000

ALKEM LABORATORIES LIMITED 31.567 14.169 0.009 508 24.608 -0.001 0.774 49.281 44.29 1.000

DR LAL PATHLABS LIMITED 49.845 27.556 0.000 250 22.226 -0.001 0.774 50.000 33.41 1.000

S H KELKAR AND COMPANY LIMITED 15.167 17.731 0.001 724 22.436 -0.145 1.237 20.030 27.00 0.587

INTERGLOBE AVIATION LIMITED 14.830 303.971 8.419 142 25.403 -0.118 1.238 52.636 6.15 0.577

COFFEE DAY ENTERPRISES LIMITED -17.637 -16.388 5.722 89 24.820 -0.079 1.247 61.027 1.82 0.000

PRABHAT DAIRY LIMITED 1.174 1.653 0.359 202 22.279 -0.057 1.227 57.714 0.77 0.176

SADBHAV INFRA. PROJECT LTD 3.058 -7.247 0.869 104 23.816 -0.044 1.209 73.917 2.24 0.136

PENNAR ENG. BUILDING SYS. LTD. -11.517 17.103 0.001 92 21.882 -0.037 1.234 75.990 1.15 0.629

SHRI PUSHKAR CHEMICALS & FERT. LTD. -3.077 21.154 0.003 270 21.063 -0.037 1.234 50.000 1.34 0.188

NAVKAR CORPORATION LIMITED 7.355 14.663 0.757 84 23.096 -0.063 1.217 50.000 2.85 0.052

POWER MECH PROJECTS LIMITED -8.477 19.976 0.069 193 23.167 -0.085 1.132 50.000 38.12 0.502

SYNGENE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 24.160 20.713 0.022 261 23.378 0.059 0.893 45.455 32.05 1.000

MANPASAND BEVERAGES LIMITED 2.141 21.405 0.270 55 21.410 -0.052 1.011 84.308 1.40 0.000

PNC INFRATECH LIMITED -4.709 10.628 0.046 189 23.273 -0.076 1.051 79.628 1.56 0.110

UFO MOVIEZ INDIA LIMITED -4.192 9.422 0.193 131 22.512 -0.107 1.040 50.289 2.04 1.000

MEP INFRASTRUCTURE DEV. LTD. -3.254 1.981 0.130 153 22.284 -0.082 0.913 77.135 1.11 0.000

VRL LOGISTICS LIMITED 43.073 18.652 0.825 385 23.004 -0.140 0.884 50.000 74.26 0.750

INOX WIND LIMITED 34.769 33.536 0.128 72 23.338 0.090 0.924 49.918 18.60 0.313

ADLABS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED 13.839 -16.738 3.470 62 23.431 0.044 1.014 79.678 0.44 0.098

ORTEL COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED -5.000 -61.295 6.376 237 21.592 0.093 0.965 93.493 0.76 0.378

MONTE CARLO FASHIONS LIMITED -12.186 14.554 0.175 77 22.556 0.019 0.774 50.000 7.83 1.000

SHEMAROO ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED 11.765 18.551 0.002 106 22.142 0.077 0.783 48.128 7.39 0.000

SHARDA CROPCHEM LIMITED 48.365 16.359 0.000 126 22.781 0.131 0.781 50.000 59.97 1.000

SNOWMAN LOGISTICS LTD. 67.553 10.496 0.408 261 22.080 0.070 0.745 75.000 59.75 0.000

WONDERLA HOLIDAYS LTD. 26.080 27.568 0.102 142 21.235 0.143 0.788 50.000 38.06 0.000

ENGINEERS INDIA LIMITED -0.067 25.335 0.000 587 24.370 0.031 0.769 56.682 2.31 1.000

POWER GRID CORP. OF INDIA LTD 16.082 16.154 2.406 290 27.737 0.077 1.080 49.809 6.72 0.235

JUST DIAL LTD. 15.368 47.165 0.000 234 21.631 0.061 0.999 75.000 11.63 1.000

REPCO HOME FINANCE LTD. -6.483 22.279 5.837 156 24.073 -0.047 0.690 77.749 1.65 0.000

V-MART RETAIL LTD. -2.262 20.203 0.040 127 21.009 0.108 0.563 57.320 1.20 0.386

BHARTI INFRATEL LTD. -13.091 3.035 0.000 73 25.916 0.062 0.654 89.570 1.30 0.226

PC JEWELLERS LTD. 23.193 41.396 0.004 92 26.038 0.064 0.652 49.792 6.85 0.000

CREDIT ANALYSIS & RESEARCH LTD. 1.091 30.709 0.000 236 22.177 0.051 0.650 35.000 40.98 1.000

VKS PROJECTS LTD. 1.091 24.659 1.027 173 19.597 -0.018 0.963 55.999 1.03 0.000

SPECIALITY RESTAURANTS LTD. 7.100 16.468 0.203 149 21.111 -0.119 1.037 63.078 2.54 0.000

TRIBHOVANDAS BHIMJI ZAVERI LTD. -7.333 36.777 0.051 58 22.359 -0.105 1.110 60.096 1.15 0.000

MT EDUCARE LTD. 12.938 17.276 0.094 68 20.808 0.106 1.118 50.000 4.80 0.646

NATIONAL BUILDINGS CONS.CORP. -8.443 21.449 0.000 617 24.274 0.106 1.118 49.965 4.93 1.000

OLYMPICS CARDS LTD. -5.000 19.806 1.552 239 19.812 0.126 1.141 0.000 0.99 0.000

MULTI COMMODITY EXCHANGE (I) LTD. 25.683 20.368 0.000 119 23.431 0.068 1.191 49.747 0 1.000



1.1 Introduction of the Study :

Financial well being, financial freedom and 
financial security are an important factor for any 
individual’s peace of mind and over all 
contentment. Saving and investment constitute 
important elements in economic growth, 
employment and technological up gradation and 
price stability. A nation's savings and investment 
propensities also play a key role in achieving 
dynamic stability in the capital market. India is a 
growing economy with a good investment place. 
Growth refers to a rise in output an level of 
income. The major savers in India are household 
Sector, namely, Individuals and families above 
the poverty line. These are mostly middle and 
higher income groups. Most of them kept their 
saving in cash or bank deposits. Very few people 
have expertise of proper cash management. Cash 
is unproductive and gives negative return to the 
saver.

Taking investment decision is critical step for a 
person. The individual investors buying behavior 
is influenced by various factors such as social, 
economic, psychological and demographic. 
Individual investor’s investments are backed by 
benefits and money. Individual investor still 
prefers to invest in financial products which give 
risk free returns. Financial investment means 
employment of funds in the form of assets with 
the objects of earning additional income or 
appreciation in the value of investment in future. 
Risk, Return and time are the three elements in 

investment. Risk refers to incurring loss in a 
financial transaction. Return is the amount 
derives from the investment. The return includes 
both current income (current yield) and capital 
gain (capital appreciation). Time usually taken 
for the investment is long term. Investment 
should be a tune with the investor’s risk appetite. 
This is one area where what is right for one set of 
individuals should be grossly inappropriate for 
another. Secondly, investments should act as 
stepping stones towards achieving the various 
goals that investors should have set for 
themselves. 

1.2 Significance of the Study :

The study would attempt to study the saving and 
investment pattern of permanent college teachers 
in Kerala with special reference to arts and 
science colleges. Attractive salary package are 
available to college lecturers by University 
Grants Commission. This study would examine 
various saving and investment avenues used by 
them for maximizing wealth.

1.3 Statement of Problem :

The study will be helpful to know the influencing 
factors of our income whereas investment means 
putting that money in financial instruments to 
earn returns and grow our wealth. The main 
intension of saving is meeting unexpected 
emergencies. But in the case of investment, create 
wealth is the main thing.
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After the sixth payment commission the college 
lectures get a good amount of Salary. The College 
teachers’ job is now attracting many youngsters. In 
this situation I undertake a study of personal 
financial behavior of college teachers. Individual 
and family characteristics of teachers such as age, 
gender, marital status, lifestyle, monthly family 
income, stage of family life cycle and various factors 
like safety, liquidity, traditional value, investment 
tool, risks and returns associated with various 
investment determines the investment behaviour of 
teachers community in the study region.

1.4 Literature Review :

In this chapter the researcher has cited various 
articles, studies, reports and surveys conducted 
by research scholars in India and abroad

Literature available on the topic can be classified 
as studies relating to the significance of saving, 
investment and tax planning measures taken by 
college teachers. Hence an attempt is made here to 
review the available literature under these heads.

Laurence B. Siegel (2008) gives various 
dimensions of investment management .The three 
dimensions of investment management are said to 
be risk, return, and cost. Cost can be more or less 
controlled by the investor. Risk is harder to 
control, but the investor can achieve some degree 
of influence over it. Return is the hardest to 
control. There is a fourth dimensions of 
investment management, liquidity over which 
investor exercises considerable control. All asset 
pools have been brought into being to buy some 
other kind of eventual cash need. In today’s market 
with which much of the most popular asset class 
being illiquid, investors need to devote substantial 
attention to liquidity so that the goal for which the 
asset pool was assembled can be achieved.

1.5 Research Gap :

The review of the past studies indicates that there 
were many literatures conducted in both 
international and national level about saving and 
investment pattern of investors in the various 
filed. But no studies are undertaken in the field of 
saving and investment pattern of permanent 
college teachers in Kerala. Researcher chosen the 
topic for the study in that area with special 
reference to arts and science colleges.

1.6 Objectives of the Study :

The research was undertaken with the following 

objectives

1. To study saving and investment pattern of 
permanent college teachers in arts and 
science colleges in the next year.

2. To study the investors risk perception 
towards different investment patterns.

1.7 Research Hypotheses

• H01: There is no significant relationship 
between risk perception and different investment 
avenues.

1.8 Reference Period - The reference period for 
collection of data is starting from April-October 
2016.

1.9 Research Methodology :

The present study “Saving and investment 
behaviour of permanent college teachers in 
Kerala with special reference to arts and science 
colleges” is descriptive in nature and makes use 
of a descriptive research design. In pursuance of 
the above objectives and hypothesis, the 
following methodology was adopted for 
conducting the present study. Data have been 
collected from both primary and secondary 
sources. Multistage random sampling method 
was used to collect primary data. Primary data 
were collected from sample respondents through 
schedule questionnaire specifically designed for 
the purpose. Secondary data is mainly collected 
from books, journals, newspapers and websites. 
From that many information get i.e., number of 
colleges in Kerala, total government colleges and 
aided colleges in Kerala. 

1.9.1 Sampling Procedure :

To collect the information about saving and 
investment pattern of permanent college 
teachers, the methodology adopted in the 
research comprises of primary and secondary 
data and the systematic analysis.

For the convenience of the study, it is considered 
as Kerala has divided into five different zones 
based on higher education department of Kerala. 
The names of the regions are Kolloam, Kottayam, 
Ernakulam, Thrissur, and Calicut. 

Kolloam Zones include Trivandrum, kolloam 
and four college of Allepy and One college from 
Pathanmthitta. Kottayam Zones include 
Kottayam, Parts of Allepy, Idukki, Pathanmthitta. 
Ernakulam zones include parts of Allepy and 



Ermnakulam.Thrissur Zone include Thrissur, 
Palakad, and Mallapuram. Calicut Zone include 
Calicut,Wayand,Kannur,Kasargod,Malapuram.

Table 1.1 Zonal Division of Government and 
Aided Arts and Science colleges in Kerala

Zone No. of Colleges

Kolloam 28
Kottayam 36
Ernakulam 31
Thrissur 24
Calicut 34
Government colleges 61

Total colleges  in Kerala 214

(Source: Higher Education Department)

No.  of aided Colleges include in each zones-
Kolloam-28, Kottayam-36, Ernakulam-31, 
Thrissur-24, Calicut-34 and  61 government 
colleges.

There are 214 arts and science colleges in Kerala. 
Government arts and science colleges in Kerala 
are 61. Number of aided Arts and Science College 
in Kerala is 151.Data collected from sample of 
200 permanent teachers of the arts and science 
colleges in Kerala.

For the study of saving and investment behavior 
of college teachers researcher have collected 
sample as respondents from various colleges in 
five different zones. Two colleges are selected 
from each zones and questionnaire delivered to 
40 teachers in each zones. So Sample size is 200.

Multistage stage random sampling was adopted 
for collecting data from primary source. The first 
stage of sampling was determination of colleges. 
There are 214 (government and aided) arts and 
science colleges in Kerala. 153 aided colleges 
and 61 government colleges. As per higher 
education department of Kerala, colleges are 
divided into five zones. From each region two 
colleges are selected and 20 teachers are selected 
from each college. These include colleges 
belonging to government sector i.e., those run by 
the state governments and are wholly financed by 
the government, aided sector i.e., those managed 
privately but receive salary expenditure and 
regular maintenance grant from the government.

1.9.2 Tools & techniques used for Analysis of Data 

After collecting the accurate and reliable data 
successfully by using the appropriate method 
from the source, the next step is to extract the 

pertinent and useful information buried in the 
data for further manipulation and interpretation. 
The process of performing certain calculations 
and evaluation is in order to extract relevant 
information from data. The data analysis may 
take several steps to reach certain conclusions. 
Simple data can be organized very easily, while 
the complex data requires proper processing. 
Processing means the recasting and dealing with 
data making ready for analysis. Tools used for 
analysis are ANOVA, t test, Z test, F test, 
SEM,CFA, Multiple Comparison test, Mean 
Percentage Score.

1.10  Limitation :

• Study limited to arts and science colleges 
and excluded medical and engineering 
college teachers.

• Reluctance of the people to provide 
complete information about them can affect 
the validity of the responses.

1.11 Analysis of the Data :

1.11.a) Analysis of the investment preference of 
the college teachers in the next year

The objective is to find out the investment 
preference of the college teachers in the next year.  
In order to find out the investment preference of 
the college teachers, they are asked to give their 
preference in 3 point scale as, Likely to invest, 
Moderate and Not likely to invest.  These 
response are scored as 3 for likely to invest, 2 for 
Moderate and 1 for Not likely to invest. The total 
score of the questions for all 200 respondents is 
found out, based on which we calculate the mean 
score.  The ranks are assigned based on this mean 
score and the result is exhibited in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 : Mean and Rank for investment scheme

Investment  avenue Mean Rank

Bank  fixed deposits 2.76 1
Post office deposits 2.54 2
Debentures 1.27 7
Mutual funds 1.82 5
Initial Public Offer 1.27 7
Secondary Market 1.40 6
Company Bonds/FD 1.17 8
Gold 2.32 4
A special plan 2.35 3

(Source: Survey data)

From Table 1.2 Bank fixed deposits is the most 
preferred investment scheme followed by Post 



office deposits and a special plans.  Gold and 
Mutual funds came in the next two positions.  
Secondary Market, Initial Public Offer and 
Debentures will be the next options. Company 
Bonds /FD come in the last position.

1.11.b) Analysis of risk perception of the college 
teachers about the different financial avenues.

Next objective is to find out the risk perception of 
the teachers about the different financial avenues.  
In the present study we converted opinion into a 
score for some variable. So the answer may be 
subjected to random variation and is influenced 
by psychological factors. Hence it is better to use 
psychometric scale development approaches to 
evaluate the relationship. The best model for 
testing the convergent validity and for modeling 
is Structural equation Model or confirmatory 
factor analysis. This technique is chosen for its 
ability to examine a series of dependence 
relationships simultaneously, especially where 
there are direct and indirect effects among the 
constructs within the model. In this study, AMOS 
18.0 was used and the SEM estimation procedure 
is maximum likelihood estimation. 

That is we use full SEM to test the following 
hypothesis

Hypothesis -1

H0: Bank fixed deposits have no significant 
influence on risk perception.

H1: Bank fixed deposits have significant 

influence on risk perception.

Hypothesis -2

H0: Post office deposits have no significant 
influence on risk perception.

H1: Post office deposits have significant 
influence on risk perception.

Hypothesis -3

H0: Equity shares have no significant influence 
on risk perception.

H1: Equity shares have significant influence on 
risk perception.

Hypothesis -4

H0: Mutual funds have no significant influence 
on risk perception.

H1: Mutual funds have significant influence on 
risk perception.

Hypothesis -5

H0: Company Bonds/FD/Debentures have no 
significant influence on risk perception.

H1: Company Bonds/FD/Debentures have 
significant influence on risk perception.

Hypothesis -6

H0: Gold has no significant influence on risk 
perception.

H1: Gold has significant influence on risk 
perception.

Table 1.3 : Model fit Indices for CFA Risk perception

c2 DF P Normed 2 GFI AGFI NFI TLI CFI RMR RMSEA

  Risk perception 12.667 5 .027 2.533 .979 .913 .983 .968 .989 .041 .088

c

All the attributes loaded significantly on the latent constructs. The value of the fit indices indicates a 
reasonable fit of the measurement model with data. In short the measurement model confirms to the 
factor structure of the constructs.

Table 1.4 Regression coefficients

Path Estimate CR P Variance
explained

Bank  fixed deposits Risk perception 0.302 3.372 0.001 9.1
Post office deposits Risk perception 0.382 4.353 <0.001 23.3
Equity shares Risk perception 0.920 17.188 <0.001 84.6
Mutual funds Risk perception 0.961 21.188 <0.001 92.3
Company Bonds/FD/Debentures Risk perception 0.632 8.056 <0.001 39.9
Gold Risk perception 0.347 3.916 <0.001 20.0

(Source: Survey Data)

The above table is regression coefficient models that exclude the investment models variable from risk 
perception.



So we can conclude that, mutual fund and equity 
shares and company bonds have significant 
influence on risk perception. Bank deposits, gold 
and post office deposits have not risky investment.

 

Fig 1.1 showing of the risk perception of investment avenues

The graphics describes that, the variables equity 
s h a r e s ,  m u t u a l  f u n d s  a n d  c o m p a n y  
bonds/FD/Debentures are risky investment. But 
the variables, bank deposits, gold and post office 
deposits are not a risky investment because their 
value is less than 0.4.

1.12 Major findings of the study :

1. Preference of investment avenues of the 
college teachers in the next year will be 
computed by using weighted average mean. 
Bank deposits bags 1st rank. 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
ranks are occupied by post office deposits, a 
special plan, and gold respectively.

2. By analyzing the risk perception about the 
various investments, the model reveled that, 
12.667 is the chi-square value and the p value 
is 0.027. The value of GFI, AGFI, NFI, TLI 
and CFI 0.979, 0.913, 0.93, 0.968 and 0.989 
respectively. 0.041 and 0.88 are being the 
value of RMR and RMSA. From the above 
mentioned details it is clear that all values in 
the chi-square test of goodness of fit perfectly 
matches with the standards recommended for 
each values. That means the model proposed 
is good and acceptable.

1. The regression co-efficient of risk 
perception revealed that the independent 
variable bank deposits, post office 
deposits and gold have no impact on the 
dependent variable risk because their 
values are 0.302,0.382 and0. 347 
respectively which is less than the 
standard value 0.4.

2. At the same time the regression co-
efficient of risk perception states that other 
independent variables that are, equity 
shares mutual fund and company 
bonds/FD/Debentures have impact with 
the dependent variable because their value 
is greater than  standard value 0.4.

1.13   Conclusion :

Based on the findings of the present study and 
observations on the changing phenomenon of the 
Indian economy it may be concluded that the 
financial awareness of the college teachers will be 
improved. The study shows that majority of the 
respondents are deposited only on bank deposits, 
post office deposits and gold because of the 
unawareness of the other investment avenues.
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Introduction :

“A Corporate group is a social relation which is 
either closed or limits the admission of outsiders 
by rules,…its order is enforced by the actions of 
specific individuals whose regular function this 
is”(Weber,1947).Weber’s focus is basically on 
legitimate interaction patterns among 
organizational members as they pursue goals and 
engage in activities. A major component of this 
definition is the idea of order which differentiates 
organization from other social entities, such as 
family etc. Interaction patterns do not simply 
arise; there is a structuring of interaction imposed 
by the organization itself. This interaction is 
associative rather than communal

 “Organizations are defined as collectives…that 
have been established for the pursuit of relatively 
specific objectives on a more or less continuous 
basis” (Scott, 1964).He has emphasized the 
characteristics of organizations as relatively 
fixed boundaries, a normative order authority 
rank, a communication system and an incentive 
system which enables various types of 
participants to work together in the pursuit of 
goals.

We can say that an organization is a willfully 
coordinated social unit composed of two or more 
people that functions on a regular basis to achieve 
a common goal or set of goals.

Different features of organization include 
identifiable aggregation of human beings, 
deliberate and conscious creation, and purposive 

creation, coordination of activities, structure and 
rationality.

Organizational Behaviour (OB) is the study and 
application of knowledge about how people – as 
individual and as groups acts within an 
organization. It strives to identify ways in which 
people can act more effectively. OB is a distinct 
area of expertise with a common body of 
knowledge; it studies three determinants of 
behaviour in organization: individuals, Groups 
and structures. OB applies the facts gained about 
individuals, groups and the effect of structure on 
behaviour in order to make organization work 
more effectively.“Organizational behaviour is a 
branch of the social science that seeks to build 
theories that can be applied to predicting, 
understanding and controlling behaviour in work 
organizations”(Aldag and Brief,1999). 
“Organizational Behaviour is the study and 
application of knowledge about human 
behaviour related to other elements of the 
organizations such as structure technology and 
social system” (L.M Prasad, 2006)

Goals of Organizational Behaviour :

Goals of Organizational Behaviour include “To 
Describe”, “Understand”, “Predict” and 
“Control”.

• “To Describe” means the description of 
people’s behaviour in different conditions. 
When the manager or the head of the 
institution knows this goal, it will be very 
easy for him to judge people.

Organizational Behaviour : A Study And Practice To Be Implemented

Dr. Sheena Sabharwal, Principal,
Rattan Singh Girls College of Education, Faridabad
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• “ To  U n d e r s t a n d ”  w h i c h  m e a n s  
understanding the reason of people’s 
behaviour in any situation or why people 
behave as they do.  Head of the institution 
would not have any problem in handling the 
situation if the reason of his employer’s 
behaviour is known to him.

• “To Predict” which shows the capability of 
the head of the institution/ Principal 
/Manager to know which employer would be 
dedicated and productive or which employer 
/ faculty members would create problems. To 
take preventive measures beforehand, 
achievement of this goal is must.

•  “To Control” means to control, the 
employer’s behaviour at least partially 
develop some human activity at work and 
since Managers / Head of the institution / 
Principal are held responsible for 
performance outcomes thus they are keenly 
interested in being able to make an impact on 
employer’s behaviour, their work & 
productivity.

Nature of Organizational Behaviour :

Organizational Behaviour is an interdisciplinary 
approach that draws relevant knowledge from 
different discipline such as Psychology, 
Sociology, History, Political Science etc. It is 
nothing but an integration of knowledge from 
different disciplines.

Following points shows the Nature of OB

1) It is Considered as a field of study & not a 
discipline as due to its broad base, recent 
emergence & interdisciplinary orientation, is 
not accepted as science. It is called as a field 
of study because the process to synthesis, 
concept and processes in this field has begun 
recently.

2) It is an in disciplinary approach, as it draws 
knowledge from different discipline for 
some main aim. It draws knowledge from 
Psychology, Sociology & Anthropology, 
Science, Economics etc It integrates the 
knowledge of all these disciplines.

3) To solve the organizational problem, OB 
makes application of various researches 
related to human behaviour. OB focuses on 

applied researches.

4) OB is a normative science as it tells how 
different findings of the researches can be 
applied to get organizational results which 
any society can accept. Thus normative 
nature of OB underlined by the propagation 
of theories about management styles ranging 
from “how to” prescribe prescription to 
polemics about change in normal practice.

5) Being an applied science & stressing human 
aspect of any organizational is leaning 
towards organizational objectives and tries 
to integrate it with individual objectives so 
that they can be achieved simultaneously.

6) OB believes that need & motivation of 
people are of great value. There is optimistic 
view about the inborn potential of man to be 
independent, ingenious, industrious and 
competent in contributing positively to main 
aim of any organization.

7) 21st century is marked by paradigm shift in 
the political & economy affairs globally. 
Acculturation, mergers and acquisitions 
have been more common affecting the basic 
rubric of the traditional organizations and 
organizations are sensitive to these issues & 
with help of OB, we can deal effectively by 
bringing about structural & functional 
changes to cope with globalization & 
diversity.

Role of Organizational Behaviour :

How a human behaviour be properly emphasized 
to achieve all the organization goals are the 
questions that can be construed well with the help 
of OB helps in following areas :

a. To Understand Human Behaviour : 

To shape behaviour of human / employees in 
proper direction so that they can achieve 
predetermined objectives, Manager / HOD/ 
Principal should know how the people in any 
organization behave. Behaviour can be 
understood at individual level, group level and 
intergroup level. At individual level means why 
& how an individual behaves in a particular way. 
Behaviour of any human can be understood at 
interpersonal level of interaction as OB examines 
the relations of two persons at two different levels 



e.g. Employee-Employer relationship etc.

Though people interpret anything at individual 
level, they are often modified by group pressures 
which become a force, in change of human 
behaviour. Thus the study of any human in his 
group is mandatory.

There are many groups in any organization which 
develop a complex of relationship to build its 
process & substance. The cordial relations 
between two groups of same organization help 
positively in achieving the objectives. Thus 
understating the relations at inter group level is 
also necessary.

b. To Control & Direct Human Behaviour :

To control & direct human behaviour, OB helps 
in different areas such as leadership, 
communication, organizational climate, uses of 
Power etc

Today the success of any organization / 
institution depends upon the quality of leadership 
or leadership Role performed by Manager / HOD 
/ Principal. Thus OB help in adopting different 
leadership style so as to give success to the 
organization.

Through communication people come in contact 
with each other, how they respond to their Boss / 
HOD / Subordinate matters a lot in any 
organization. To achieve organizational 
effectiveness, effective communication should 
be there.

The total organizational situations that effect 
human behaviour mean the organizational 
climate. OB is such the approach to create 
Organizational Climate in total rather them 
improving its different aspects. Use of Power 
means to use the capacity of any individual to do 
some work or action. OB explains how any HOD 
/ Manager / Principal can make best use of Power 
of the individual to achieve predetermined 
objectives.

c. To Adapt Changes in Organization : 

Some changes keeps on occurring in any 
organization and the main job of HOD / Principal 
/ Manager is to provide continuity in organization 
as they have adapt themselves according to the 
change occurring in their organization.

With the help of OB all these aspects can 
understood by HOD / Manager and he can work 
according and make other person of the 
organization work properly so that they can 
achieve their objectives.

Scope of OB :

The scope of OB includes the study of 
individuals, groups and organizations / structure.

Individuals - Organizations are the association of 
individuals. Individuals differ in many respects. 
It includes the aspects such as Personality, 
Perception, attitudes, values, job satisfaction, 
learning & motivation.

Groups - It includes aspects such as group 
dynamics, group conflicts, communication, 
leadership, power & politics

Organization & Structure - It includes the 
formation of organizational structure, culture and 
change & development.

Assumptions and Premises in OB :

Every field of knowledge adopts its own methods 
to study phenomena and in this pursuit lay down 
specific assumptions and premises. The 
understanding of a given phenomena is 
contingent upon the knowledge about these 
assumptions. In social sciences, it is common to 
find several theories on a given phenomena. 
These theories differ in their basic understanding 
of the phenomena. Hence, it is very much 
essential to understand these assumptions so that 
the perspective of the theorist while formulating 
his theory could be understood. There are several 
assumptions and premises in OB

• Organizations exist in order to produce 
goods and services to cater to the needs of the 
people and simultaneously to look after the 
values and welfare of those working in an 
organization.

• Organizational efficiency and performance 
is contingent upon the degree of involvement 
of its employees in the process of production 
and distribution.

• Organizations should attempt to promote 
certain human values through which they 
could avoid physical impairments and 
enhance personal satisfaction. One of the 



primary concerns of OB today is values, 
morality and ethics at work place. The 
importance of promoting human values has 
been recognized in order to deal with 
implications of severe competition and 
rivalry that is not only affecting the 
employee health but is affecting the 
industry/Institute as well as the economy. 
Developing and incorporating basic human 
values is expected to result in a 
p s y c h o s o c i a l l y  c o n d u c i v e  w o r k  
environment.

• There is no one best approach to study 
behaviour in organizations. OB model helps 
in drawing the similarities and differences 
between human beings and organizations. 
Just as it is true that no two individual are 
same, no two organizations also would be 
same despite sharing a common objective, 
environment etc. hence to study the 
behaviour of an organization, no single 
approach would be fruitful.

• Organizations are dynamic and ever 
changing. OB model recognizes that both the 
individual and the organization are dynamic. 
As the individual grows and moves from one 
stage of development to the other, his needs 
and priorities changes affecting his attitudes 
and orientation towards self, work and 
others.

Theories of OB :

An organization is a deliberately coordinated 
social entity, with a relatively specialized 
boundary, that functions on a reasonably 
continuous basis to achieve a common or set of 
goals. The thrust on being a social entity, need for 
coordinated activity, goal setting and goal 
oriented activity brings it to the realm of 
psychology. The principles of Psychology that 
are used to explain and understand human 
behaviour also could be extended to explain and 
understand the behaviour of organizations.

Psychologists adopt scientific methods in their 
inquiry. Application of scientific method of 
inquiry enhances the degree of understanding a 
given phenomenon. Psychologists working in the 
field of organizational behaviour also apply the 
scientific methods. Application of scientific 

method of inquiry involve a definite procedure 
involving formulation of hypotheses, empirical 
collection of the data, formulation of a theoretical 
framework amongst the variables, establishing 
laws and subjecting the laws for its validity.

A theory refers to a framework that depicts the 
relationship between a set of variables. This 
framework would help in understanding a given 
phenomenon. A theory in Organizational 
Psychology would help in understanding an 
organizational phenomenon. Leadership theory 
for instance would help in understanding the 
dynamics of leadership, leader’s impact on the 
sub ordinates, its impact on the organizational 
performance etc. Theories are subjected to 
frequent evaluation. Researches often test the 
validity and the applicability of the theories. 
Based on the research and empirical findings the 
theoretical propositions are validated or changes 
are brought about in the existing theoretical 
framework. Laws on the other hand are restricted 
to a given set of operations. Theories and laws in 
behavioural sciences unlike the physical sciences 
undergo modifications. Theories and laws in 
organizational psychology propose tentative 
relationships among several variables that affect 
the organizational behaviour.

Challenges in OB :

There are lots of challenges to use OB concept 
some of them are as follows :

a. From “Everyone’s the same” to work force 
diversity

Workforce diversity means that organizations are 
becoming more heterogeneous in terms of 
gender, race & ethnicity. The challenges for 
organization, therefore is to make themselves 
more accommodating to the diverse group of 
people by keeping in view their need their family 
needs, life style, back ground & work culture etc. 
Workforce diversi ty is  important for 
management practice in educational institutes 
also. Principal / HOD will need to shift their 
philosophy from treating everyone alike in 
recognizing differences & getting response of 
those difference in way that will ensure employee 
retention & great output while at the same time, 
not discriminating.

Diversity if positively managed can increase 



creativity & innovation in any organization as 
well as improve conclusion making by providing 
different viewpoints on problems.

If diversity is not managed, there are chances of 
higher turnover, difficulty in communication and 
increase in interpersonal conflicts.

b. Improvement in Quality

Improvement of total quality is yet another 
challenge in OB. Total Quality Management 
(TQM) is a philosophy of management that is 
driven by the constant attainment of customer 
satisfaction through the continuous improvement 
of all organizational processes.

c. Improvement of people skills

To make effective listening and speaking skill is 
the challenge of OB. As in Educational scenario, 
one has to be a effective listener, He should know 
the proper way of giving feedback and as a 
principal one should know how to create effective 
team and take out best from them.

d. From stability to Flexibility

These day principals and employer must learn to 
adjust with temporariness. They have to live with 
flexibility and unpredictability. Change is an 
ongoing activity and continuous improvement 
implies constant change. OB can provide insight 
to create an organizational culture that thrives on 
change.

e. Improving Ethical behaviour

Member of organization are increasingly finding 
themselves facing ethical dilemmas situations in 
which they are required to define right and wrong 
conduct. What is good ethical behaviour has 
never been defined clearly.

Today’s employer needs to create a healthy work 
culture & climate for the employees, where they 
can do their work productively. How to create 
good ethical environment is another challenge of 
OB.

Benefits of OB :

1. OB helps us to understand ourselves and 
others in a Better way. This gives rise to 
improvement of inter personal relations in any 
organization. Resulting in congenial work 
environment in organization.

2. OB helps Principal / Manager /Head of the 
institution know individual employer better and 
motivate employees to work for better results.

3. The most popular reason for studying OB is 
to learn how to predict human behaviour & then 
apply it in some useful way to make the 
organizations more effective.

4. Lastly, all organizations are run by men. OB 
helps in implementing the effective utilization of 
people working in any organization. It enables 
the Heads to inspire, motivate employees.   

Limitations :

OB can never abolish conflict and frustration, it 
can only lessen them. It is a way to improve, not 
an absolute answer to problems. Furthermore it is 
best part of the whole cloth of an organization. We 
can discuss OB as a separate subject, but to apply 
it we must tie it to the whole of Reality. It will not 
make up for our own deficiencies; it cannot 
substitute for poor planning inept organizing or 
inadequate controls. It is only one of many 
systems, operating within a larger social system.

Behavioural Prejudice :

Behavioural Prejudice is developed among the 
people who are lacking in system understanding, 
giving them a narrow idea that lays stress on 
satisfaction of employee experiences while 
overlooking the broader system of the 
organization in relation to all people involved in 
it. This condition gives rise to the vision of only 
small & petty things at the other side while 
missing the broader landscape. Organization and 
any individual person can be harmed by this 
Biasness.

The Law of Diminishing Returns :

Overemphasis on an organizational behaviour 
may produce negative results as indicated by the 
law of diminishing Returns. This law states that at 
one point, increase of desirable practice produce 
waning returns, eventually zero returns, then 
negative returns as more increases are added. In 
Educational institutions, this law exists as too 
much security and keeping an eye on employees 
may lead to less employee initiative and growth.

Conclusion :

Today organizations have become one of the 



crucial factors affecting the human life. As we are 
born in organizations, educated by organizations 
and most of us spend much of our lives working 
for an organization, organizations are normally 
formed to meet objectives that can best be met 
collectively. The main objective of OB is to solve 
various problems occurring in an organization 
especially related to human behaviour, thus it has 
an humanistic approach, nature of a person is 
quite complex and OB by applying system 
approach tries to find answers of the complexity 
prevailing in any organization. We can say that 
Organizational Behaviour helps in tackling 
human problems humanly. Cause of the problem, 
prediction in future, course of action and control 
of consequences can be known, resulting into the 
cordial relationship.
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Introduction :

India,' Winston Churchill had once yelped, 'is 
only a topographical expression. It is no more a 
unified nation than the equator.'(Gilbert;1981) 
Churchill was once in awhile ideal about  India, 
however doubtlessly there is no other nation on 
the planet that grasps such an unprecedented 
bounty of ethnic gatherings, commonly 
immeasurable dialects, geography and 
atmosphere, religions and social practices and 
levels of monetary advancement. But, as we as a 
whole know, India is more than the total of its 
disagreements. 

On the event of the fiftieth commemoration of 
India's freedom, Shashi Tharoor composed a 
book called India: From Midnight to the 
Millennium in which he focused on India as a 
nation remaining on the cusp of fourth imperative 
verbal confrontations that confronted the world 
toward the start of the twenty-first century. The 
f i r s t  o f  t he se  i s  t he  ' b r ead  ve r sus  
flexibility'(Tharoor;1997) to banter about. The 
second level headed discussion is the 
'centralization versus federalism'(Tharoor;1997) 
one. At that point, there is the 'pluralism versus 
fundamentalism'(Tharoor;1997) talk about. The 
fourth level headed discussion is the 
' g l o b a l i z a t i o n  v e r s u s  i n d e p e n d e n c e '  
(Tharoor;1997) one. Connected to this question 
of whether India should open itself further to the 
world economy is the thing that I get  the chance 
to invoke the 'coca-colonization' (Wangleitner; 
1994) debate. There was a fifth talk about that he 
didn't examine in the book in respect to the 
limitation expected by his then bosses, the United 

Nations. called this the 'weapons versus ghee' 
(Tharoor; 1997) face off regarding, which  
includes the body of evidence for consumption on 
guard against spending on development. In the 
midst of new dangers of psychological warfare 
and reestablished discuss atomic encounter, there 
is an ideological fight approaching between  
supporters of military security, opportunity from 
assault and triumph and those of human security, 
opportunity from appetite and sadness. It is 
difficult to deny that without satisfactory barrier a 
nation can't grow uninhibitedly. However, it is 
similarly difficult to deny that without 
improvement there won't be a nation worth 
shielding. These are not just scholarly civil 
arguments. They are being ordered on the world 
stage and as Indians now represent a 6th of the 
world's populace, our decisions will resound all 
through the globe. Since I try not to have room 
schedule-wise to do equity to every one of the 
open deliberations and policy initiatives, I will 
abandon them as the background and therefore 
concentrate on the part of India's potential as it 
looks to determine these level headed discussions 
in our globalizing world.

Community Integration : From Memoirs to 
Pioneers in the Indian Ocean : (Chapter 1) : This 
is the soft force of India and what it could mean 
for the nation's future in the twenty-first century. 

Numerous masterminds and scholars I regard 
have talked as of late of India's vital favorable 
circumstances, financial dynamism, political 
strength, demonstrated military capacities, 
atomic space and rocket projects thus on, as 
guaranteeing that India will have awesome power 
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status as a world pioneer of this new century. As 
an Indian, I am somewhat concerned about the 
individuals who discuss India in these regions as 
the following superpower in light of the fact that 
the thought of world authority is an inquisitively 
obsolete one. To me such goals have a place with 
the universe of Kipling's anthems and James 
Bond's undertakings. 

One could trust India must figure out where its 
genuine qualities lie as it looks for to make the 
twenty-first century its own. A significant part of 
the customary examinations depend on the 
commonplace l is ts  of  GDP, amazing 
development rates, what's more, the undoubted 
abilities and entrepreneurial energies of our kin. 

I don't undersell the significance of any of this. 
The figures — at minimum in GDP terms — of 
India maybe notwithstanding climbing to third 
place prior to the century is substantially more 
established, stamp a critical change in light of the 
fact that, for over four decades, India experienced 
what I call the financial aspects of patriotism, 
where we had been to a great extent disconnected 
from the universal financial aspects framework. 
The political decisions made by progressive 
Indian governments implied that we put civil 
servants on top of the instructing statures of our 
economy as opposed to businesspeople, what's 
more, put in 45 years sponsoring uselessness, 
directing stagnation what's more, conveying 
neediness. So we have a long legacy that we are 
starting to overcome by the financial changes 
sought after by reluctant governments looking 
always over the constituent shoulders. 

In The Elephant, the Tiger and the Mobile, with a 
Panchatantra style tale around an elephant, buried 
in its own clean furthermore, mud and shrouded 
in flies, ease back to move or change. All of a 
sudden, in late years, this blundering, sleeping, 
awkward mammoth shows up to secure the 
stripes of a flexible, coordinated and buoyant 
tiger. The third piece of the title — the mobile — 
is the very own reaction encounter of 
experiencing childhood in free India as it 
encapsulates this change. Many will recollect the 
India when they were fortunate to find a 
telephone with a dial tone. Frequently, when you 
dialed the number, you were fortunate in the 
event that you found the number you dialed. All 
the time you lurched onto other individuals' 
discussions. These were called 'cross 

associations', and which is all well and good, for 
these associations made all of us extremely cross! 
You may likewise recollect the endless hold up 
before getting a trunk call association. In reality, 
there were individuals who might book a trunk 
bring in the morning, scratch off every one of 
their arrangements for the day and sit by the 
telephone not knowing when the storage 
compartment call would come. On top of 
everything, the legislature had definitely no 
commitment to give better administration. 

In April 2007, India built up another world record 
by offering more mobiles in one month than any 
nation on the planet. This was definitely not only 
a change of numbers however of a disposition 
since we have advanced from a period when 
phones were respected an extravagance to 
introducing a Telecom Regulatory Authority that 
is viewed as a model of its kind on the planet. 
Today even the area "Istriwala" with his little 
truck and coal-let go steam press has a mobile to 
take his orders. On the off chance that reality, the 
mobile upheaval has enabled the underclass in 
India in ways that 45 years of communist talk 
sublimely did. 

We as a whole know there is far to go for 
regardless we have a woeful foundation: air 
terminals, ports, streets. We have more very rich 
people in India than any nation in Asia, however 
we additionally have 260 million individuals 
living underneath the destitution line. We have 
the world's second biggest pool of prepared 
researchers and architects yet we additionally 
have 

more youngsters who have never observed within 
a school. So the mysteries still exist. 
Furthermore, that is the reason I would not have 
any desire to rest my case for now's India or 
twenty-first century India on a monetary change 
that is still, from multiple points of view, 
inadequate. Or maybe, if there is one ascribe of 
free India to which expanding consideration 
ought to now be paid the world over, it is not 
financial matters or military then again atomic 
quality, yet the quality that India is as of now 
showing in plentiful measure today. What's more, 
that is our soft power. 

The Major Outer Challenges for India in the IOR 
( Chapter 3) :

The term 'soft power', authored by Harvar's 
Joseph Nye, is a moderately new idea in 



worldwide talk. It was utilized to portray the 
exceptional qualities of the United States that 
went well past American predominance. Power is 
the capacity to change the conduct of others to get 
what one needs. As Nye put it, there are three 
approaches to do that: coercion{sticks}; 
inducement {carrots}and attraction {soft 
control}(Nye;2004) On the off chance that one 
can draw in others, Nye kept in touch with, one 
can conserve on the sticks and the carrots. 
Generally, control in world governmental issues 
was dependably found regarding military or 
monetary power. However, the US. lost the 
Vietnam war, the Soviet Union was vanquished in 
Afghanistan,  what's more, — even subsequent to 
turning into the world's sole superpower — the 
US has been finding as of late in Iraq, the Wisdom 
of Talleyrand's familiar maxim: 'The one thing 
you can't do with a pike is to sit on it'. 
(Talleyrand;1881-reprinted February 2015)

To quote Joseph Nye, 

"The soft force of a nation lays fundamentally on 
three assets: its culture in spots where it is 
appealing to others; its political esteem when it 
satisfies them at home and abroad; and its outside 
arrangements when they are viewed as honest to 
goodness and having moral authority. For Nye, 
the US. was the model example of soft power, 
home as it is to Boeing, Intel, Ford, the Ipod, the 
Iphone, Microsoft, MTV, Hollywood and 
Disneyland, McDonalds, Starbucks and the vast 
majority of the real items that command every 
day life internationally. The engaging quality of 
these advantages and tokens of the American way 
of life is that they allow the US. to boost its soft 
power and upgrade their capacity to pull in and 
convince others to receive the American 
motivation. Truth be told, Nye feels that its 
unpretentiously conveyed soft power was as vital 
to the US. as its hard power."(Nye;2004) 

In his next book, The Paradox of American 
Power, Nye took the examination of soft power 
past the United States. Different countries as 
well, he proposed, could gain it. In today's data 
time, he composed, three sorts of nations are 
probably going to increase soft power thus 
succeed: 

Those whose predominant societies and 
standards are nearer to winning worldwide 
standards which now accentuate progressivism, 
pluralism, independence; those with the most got 

to different channels of correspondence and 
along these lines more impact over how issues are 
surrounded, and those whose believability is 
upgraded by their household what's more, 
worldwide execution. At first look this is by all 
accounts a remedy for reaffirming U.S. strength. 
Plainly no nation in the course of the most recent 
couple of decades has scored more exceptionally 
on each of the three classifications than the 
United States. 

Be that as it may, Nye himself lets it out is not 
really. Soft power has been sought after with 
accomplishment by different nations throughout 
the years. At the point when France lost the War of 
1870 to Prussia, one of its most vital strides to 
remake the country's smashed resolve and 
improve its eminence was to make the Alliance 
Francaise to advance French 

dialect and culture and writing all through the 
world. French culture, as we as a whole know, has 
remained a noteworthy offering point for French 
strategy from that point forward. The UK. has the 
British Council; the Swiss have Ace Helvetia and 
Germany, Spain, Italy and Portugal have 
separately Establishments named for Goethe, 
Cervantes, Dante Alighieri and Camoes. 

Today, China has begun setting up Confucius 
Institutes to advance Chinese culture globally. In 
any case, soft power does not depend on 
legislative activity alone. Hollywood and MTV 
have accomplished more to advance the 
possibility of America as an attractive, excellent 
society than legislative activities, for example, 
the Voice of America or the Fulbright Grants. Soft 
power, as Nye has called attention to, is made 
halfway by governments and halfway regardless 
of governments. 

For India, this implies giving consideration, 
consolation and dynamic support to the 
perspectives and results of Indian culture and 
culture that the world would find appealing not all 
together straightforwardly to convince others to 
bolster India, but instead to improve our nations 
immaterial remaining in their eyes. At one level, 
that could be nothing more than participating in 
the festival at Pragati Maidan for the Tata Nano, 
which has flipped around the vehicle world and 
exhibited India's inventiveness, creative and 
entrepreneurial aptitudes what's more, its 
capacity to improvize on a shoestring. Yet, that is 
insufficient : soft power requires more. So at a 



more extensive level, this implies managing with 
confounded issues of Indian culture. 

The Indian Edge of Cultural Diplomacy through 
Soft Power(Chapter 4):

I have been pondering about the way of Indian 
culture as far back as a recognized outsider said 
right around 25 years back: 'You Indians have 
permitted yourselves to overlook that there is 
such a mind-bending concept as Indic human 
progress and we are its last station.'(Rouge;1982) 
These words were addressed in 1982 by the 
Khmer Nationalist legislator and one time Prime 

Minister Son San, when mourning India's support 
for Vietnam also, its victory of Cambodia in 
1979. To Son San, a revered figure as of now in 
his late '70s, Cambodia was an Indic development 
being overwhelm by the strengths of a Sinic state. 
Furthermore, he was confused that India, the 
wellspring of his nation's legacy, ought to identify 
with individuals as particularly un-Indian as the 
Vietnamese. Given that Vietnam's intrusion had 
put a conclusion to the blood-drenched fear based 
oppression of the Khmer Rouge, I was more 
disposed to see the decision politically than as far 
as civilizational legacy. 

San's words shall hold true if you ever visit 
Angkor Vat, maybe the best Hindu sanctuary ever 
constructed anyplace on the planet, including 
India. To stroll past its wonderful figures, relating 
stories from the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, 
to have my Cambodians enlighten us regarding 
the significance of the images ensuring the place 
of worship, the Naga, the Simha and the Garuda 
relating to today's naval force, armed force and 
flying corps, and to wonder at the epic size of the 
Hindu sanctuary as great as the finest church 
building or mosque anyplace on the planet, was 
an exceptional encounter. I could just wonder 
about the phenomenal reach of our culture past its 
own shores. Hinduism was conveyed to 
Cambodia by dealers and explorers over a 
thousand years prior and it has long since 
disappeared supplanted by Buddhism that was 
also anIndian export. Yet at its peak it profoundly 
infiuenced the culture, music, dance and 
mythology of the Cambodian people. Even today, 
my Cambodian guide spoke with admiration of a 
sensibility which in the sixteenth century saw 
Hindus and Buddhists worship side by side in 
adjoining shrines within the same temple 
complex. If only we could do that in Ayodhya, I 

found myself thinking. Perhaps Son San was 
right. Cambodia is indeed the last outpost of Indic 
civilization. At a time when the north of India was 
reeling under waves of conquest and cultural 
stagnation, our forefathers in the south were 
exporting lndianness to South-east Asia. It was an 
anonymous task carried out, not by warrior 
heroes blazing across the land bearing swords of 
conquest, but by individuals who had come in 
peace to trade, teach and persuade. Their impact 
was profound. To this day, the kings of Thailand 
are only crowned in the presence of Brahmin 
priests. The Muslims of Java still sport Sanskritic 
names despite their conversion to Islam, a faith 
whose adherence normally bear names 
originating in Arabia. Indonesia’s national airline 
is called Garuda and Ramayana is its best selling 
brand of clove cigars. Even the Philippines have 
produced a pop dance ballet about Rama’s quest 
for his kidnapped queen. But contemporary 
international politics has rendered all this much 
less significant than the modern indices of 
strategic thinking, economic interests and geo-
political affinities. India is far less important to 
the countries that still bear the stamp of Indic 
infiuence than, say, China whose significance is 
contemporary rather than civilizational.

No great civilization can afford to be indifferent 
to the way in which it is perceived by others. So 
today, can we afford to anchor ourselves in a 
purely atavistic view of ourselves hailing the 
religious and cultural heritage of our forebears 
without recognizing the extent to which we 
ourselves have changedfi The examples I have 
cited so far are, after all, all from the Hindu 
tradition, but Indian civilization today is an 
evolved hybrid that draws as much from the 
influence of Islam, Christianity and Sikhism, not 
to mention two centuries of British colonial rule. 

When an Indian dons national dress for a formal 
event, he wears a variant of the shervani, which 
did not exist before the Muslim invasions of 
India. When Indians voted recently in large 
numbers in the cynical and contrived competition 
to select the new seven wonders of the modern 
world, they voted for the Taj Mahal built by a 
Mughal Shahjahan, not for Angkor Vat, the most 
magnificent building result of their religion. 
Doesn't 

Indianness come in front of the traditionally Indic 
? Let us not overlook that India offered shelter 



and religious and social opportunity to Jews, 
Parsis, a few assortments of Christians and 
Muslims. In Kerala, Islam came through dealers, 
voyagers, preachers, not by the sword. The 
Zamorin of Calicut was so inspired by the 
ocean—faring abilities of the Muslim people 
group that he issued an announcement obliging 
each fisherman's family to raise one child as a 
Muslim to man his everything Muslim naval 
force. 

The India where the howl of the muezzin 
routinely mixes with the serenade of mantras of 
the sanctuary and where the tinkling of chapel 
ringers goes with the gurudwara's perusing of 
verses from the Granth Sahib, is an India that 
merits delineating to the world. 

The British student of history E.P. Thompson 
composed that this legacy of differing qualities is 
the thing that makes India : 

"...may be the most imperative nation for the 
eventual fate of the world.  All the connected 
impact of the world gone through this general 
public."(Thompson;1963) There is not an image 
that is being thought in the west or the east  that is 
not dynamic in some Indian personality. The 
Indian personality has been formed by amazingly 
differing powers, by old Hindu convention, myth 
and sacred text, by the effect of Islam what's 
more, Christianity, by those era of British pilgrim 
administer and the result is special. Numerous 
eyewitnesses in the '50s and '60s were 
flabbergasted by India's survival as a pluralistic 
state, yet pluralism is a reality that rises up out of 
the very way of our nation. It is a decision made 
unavoidable by India's topography and 
reaffirmed by its history. It is some portion of our 
identity.

The Indian personality produces different sorts of 
culture, including Bollywood films, now 
achieving ever more extensive global gatherings 
of people. As a student, I generally trust that the 
book is better, yet Bollywood has brought its 
image of stylish diversion even to the screens of 
Syria and Senegal. Indeed, a 3 D view of 
Damascus tells us that the main projected pictures 
in Syria that were as large as those of then 
President Hafez al-Assad were those of Amitabh 
Bachchan. Indian craftsmanship, traditional 
music and dance have the same impact. So take 
every necessary step of Indian form originators 
striding the world's slopes. Indeed, even Indian 

cooking spreading far and wide brings our way of 
life higher up in individuals' retribution. In 
England today, Indian eateries utilize a bigger 
number of individuals than the iron and steel, 
coal, what's more, ship-building ventures 
consolidated. 

However numerous Indians appear to dread that 
financial advancement and globalization will 
carry with it an especially tricky sort of social 
government and that Baywatch and burgers will 
supplant Bharatanatyam and bhelpuri. This is 
ludicrous: India's involvement with western 
shopper items has exhibited definitively that we 
can drink Coca-cola without getting to be coca-
colanized. Our prominent culture has 
demonstrated sufficiently versatile to contend 
effectively with MTV what's more, McDonald's. 
There will dependably be more masala dosas sold 
than Huge Macs. For centuries, the quality of 
Indianness has lain in our nation's capacity to 
assimilate outside impacts and change them by a 
particular Indian speculative chemistry into 
something that has a place actually on the dirt of 
India. So when India's cricket group triumphs or 
its tennis players guarantee Grand Slams, when a 
Bhangra beat is mixed into a western pop record 
or an Indian choreographer imagines a 
combination of Kathak and artful dance, when 
Indian ladies clear the Miss World and Miss 
Universe challenges or when Monsoon Wedding 
wows the pundits furthermore, Lagaan claims an 
Oscar assignment, when Indian journalists win 
the Booker or Pulitzer prizes, India's soft power is 
improved. 

Its time to ask ourselves what number of Chinese 
authors the run of the mill proficient American 
pursuer can name or what number of non-
Western nations can guarantee a nearness today 
in the occidental personality equivalent to 
India'sfi What's more, when Americans today 
discuss the HTS with the same respect they used 
to accord MIT, and the Indianness of engineers 
furthermore, programming designers is brought 
as synonymous with scientific also, scientific 
magnificence, it is India that is picking up in 
regard around the world. The old generalization 
of Indians as snake charmers and sadhus lying on 
beds of nails has now been supplanted by one of 
Indians as programming masters and PC nerds. 

In this data age, Joseph Nye himself has 
contended, it is frequently the side which has the 



better story that wins. India must remain the place 
that is known for the better story: a general public 
with a free press and a flourishing mass media, 
where the general population whose imaginative 
energies are day by day empowered to convey 
what needs be in an assortment of engaging ways. 
India has an remarkable capacity to recount 
stories that are more convincing and then some 
alluring than those of its adversaries. Presently 
this is-not about purposeful publicity.

Without a doubt it won't work on the off chance 
that it is coordinated from above, in particular by 
the government yet its effect, however 
impalpable, is tremendous. 

I would like to illustrate the case of Afghanistan, a 
nation as critical for India's national security as it 
is for the world's. Never attempt to phone an 
Afghan at 8.30 pm, since that is the point at which 
the Dari- named Indian TV soap musical drama 
Kyunki Saas bhi Kabhi Bahu thi is broadcast on 
Tolu TV and nobody wishes to miss it. It is the 
most famous TV program in Afghan history. With 
a crowd of people infiltration rate of more than 
nine for each penny, it is considered 
straightforwardly in charge of the upgraded offer 
of generator sets, notwithstanding for unlucky 
deficiencies from religious capacities that 
conflict with its communicate times. Actually, it 
has so altogether caught general society creative 
energy that in this profoundly preservationist 
Islamic nation where family issues are actually 
holed up behind the shroud, it is currently a 
reason for open dialogs on family issues. There 
are perused reports of wedding meals being 
intruded on with the goal that visitors could 
cluster around the TV for half 60 minutes. A 
Reuters despatch related how amid this prime 
time, thieves in Mazar-e-Sharif stripped a vehicle 
of its wheels, mirrors,windshield wipers, center 
tops, and wrote in the auto in a reference to the 
show's courageous woman, 'Tulsi zindabad!' That 
is soft power! 

Let us take a look at how India is deliberately 
trying to use its soft power in Europe. Take 2006, 
when India overwhelmed exchanges in the 
inventive basic at Davos. It was accomplice 
nation for the Hanover Trade Fair in May. It was 
topic nation at the Bonn Biennale, a social 
celebration for theater darlings. It then featured at 
the Frankfurt Book Fair in October where it was 
the nation of respect. November saw Brussels 

have the Festival of India, a great show 
highlighting 

Indian workmanship, exhibitions by some of 
India's widely acclaimed artistes in music, move 
and theater, a sustenance celebration, a form 
appear and an entirety area on business openings 
in India. 

While hailing the ICCR for arranging it, I would 
contend that we could pour much more assets and 
energies into our social strategy to advance the 
abundance of our composite culture into 

lands which as of now had a pre-demeanor for it. 
The legislature must give the essential 
framework and let the private part get on with real 
ventures. As it were, the legislature must give the 
streets, Tata can make the Nano. So too in the 
field of social development, the administration 
needs to make the exhibits which individual 
Indians can then continue to fulfil.   

The Nehru Center in London is an extraordinary 
resource for India yet the Chinese have six 
Confucius Foundations in the U.S. alone and they 
are opening over a hundred Confucius Institutes 
the world over. We ought to have Nehru Focuses 
and their proportionate in Cambodia, Indonesia, 
Thailand, Malaysia and so far as that is concerned 
in Pakistan, South Africa, Nigeria, Brazil what's 
more, Canada and in each nation that has an 
Indian populace. I am certain that the private area 
and the Pravasis themselves will offer assistance 
finance, support and bolster the foundation of 
such focuses once the administration sets up the 
essential structure for them. Plainly such focuses 
can fill in as an impetus for local people and going 
by Indians to perform, talk, sing, contend and 
show or screen their work in this manner 
empowering outsiders to see the results of our 
development. 

This must rather gladly mirror the multi-religious 
characters of our kin, our phonetic assorted 
qualities, the heap signs of our imaginative 
energies, at exactly that point would we be able to 
discuss a progress that is Indic in its legacy, 
Indian in its contemporary significance since, 
obviously, soft power is not exactly what we can 
intentionally what's more, deliberately show or 
put in plain view. It is somewhat how others see 
what we are, regardless of whether we are 
attempting to show it to the world. 

In May 2004 after the biggest practice in majority 



rule establishment in the history of the planet, to 
see the outcome where the decision is won by a 
lady pioneer of Italian starting point and Roman 
Catholic legacy, who at that point clears a path for 
a Sikh, to be confirmed as PM by a Muslim 
president, in a nation 81 for each penny Hindu.  
No strutting patriot haughtiness could ever have 
fulfilled for India's remaining on the planet what 
that one minute did. It was basically India acting 
naturally. After all Mahatma Gandhi won us our 
autonomy using soft power, since peacefulness 
and satyagraha were to be sure great 
employments of soft control before Joseph Nye 
was a glimmer in his mom's eye. 

Pandit Nehru was likewise a talented example of 
soft power. He built up a part for India on the 
planet construct altogether with respect to its 
civilizational history. This gave us briefiy 
colossal standing and eminence over the world as 
we stood, pleased and autonomous, on the world 
stage. Be that as it may, the immense defect in 
Nehruji's approach was that his soft power was 
irrelevant to any procurement of hard power; 
what's more, as the mortification of 1962 
illustrated, soft power gets to be valid when there 
is hard power behind it; that is the reason the US 
has possessed the capacity to make such 
enormous soft power globally felt. Soft power 
without anyone else is no assurance of security. 
Soft power is one bolt in a country's security 
tremble, it is not an universally handy panacea. 
What's more, we need to acknowledge that the 
individuals who have proposed that our soft 
power can comprehend all our security 
challenges aren't right. When we discuss utilizing 
our soft power, we should guarantee that we do 
what's necessary to keep our kin solid, all around 
encouraged, and secure from, not simply from 
jihadi psychological warfare but rather the every 
day fear of destitution, yearning and sick 
wellbeing. In the meantime, it is insufficient just 
to deal with these fundamental needs. We need to 
save the valuable pluralism that is such a 
civilizational resource. Our vote based system, 
flourishing free media, quarrelsome NGOs, 
enthusiastic human rights bunches, and the 
rehashed display of our surprising general 
decisions — all these have made India an 
uncommon case of the effective administration of 
differing qualities in the creating scene. Yet, 
every time that there are reports of partisan 
viciousness or a massacre like the brutality in 

Gujarat in 2002, we endure a tremendous 
misfortune to our soft influence. It is despicable 
that India's Picasso, M.F. Husain, lives in 
self—forced outcast on the grounds that narrow 
minded nativists here question viciously to his 
naked portrayals at an age when he ought to be 
living in the midst of adoration and respect in his 
local land. In the event that some lumpen 
components are permitted to escape with their 
uncivilized demonstrations of prejudice what's 
more, terrorizing, we are permitting them to do 
viciousness to something significantly 
indispensable to our survival as a human 
progress. Pluralist India must, by definition, 
endure plural articulations of its numerous 
personalities. That is the Indian culture that gives 
India its soft power and it is the way of life we 
should guard, state and advance against the 
strengths of narrow mindedness and dogmatism 
inside and outside our nation. The catastrophe of 
Myanmar is retreating from the features yet late 
advancements in our eastern neighbor, and our 
administration's equivocating reaction, have 
brought up an awkward issue we likewise need to 
confront tonight. Can India, the place where there 
is soft power bear the cost of a moral remote 
strategyfi For a long time after Independence, the 
response to that question appeared an undeniable 
one: Nehru and Krishna Menon, specifically, 
savored doing as such, on issues like Indo-China, 
South African politically-sanctioned racial 
segregation and Suez. They offered voice to the 
underestimated of the creating scene, against the 
immense forces. Indian outside approach 
professions were frequently framed in the dialect 
of otherworldly good guideline. Nehruvian New 
Delhi appeared to take more prominent 
fulfillment in being appropriate than in being 
conciliatory. The place where there is Ashoka, 
Akbar and Mahatma Gandhi appeared to have 
earned the specialist to talk from a raised moral 
platform. Be that as it may, even in those early 
years some pondered whether it was astute to 
change the lead of global relations into a sort of 
moralistic running-critique on world issues. Our 
moral prevalence started over mesh on numerous 
generally all around arranged outsiders 
notwithstanding when our positions were 
unexceptionable. At that point, when we strayed 
from our own particular callings of goodness at 
home, as indicated by our faultfinders in Kashmir 
or Goa, they thought that it was anything but 
difficult to expel our remote strategy as posing 



fake. As time discolored the shine of our freedom 
battle what's more, the hard substances of 
national intrigue turned into the primary 
measuring stick for both the lead and the 
declaration of our outside arrangement, we 
unobtrusively surrendered a large portion of our 
moral definitions. The hole amongst calling and 
practice was regardless turning out to be more 
what's more, all the more glaring. Hush, or if 
nothing else tact, was unmistakably best to 
admonish — at any rate in a world in which the 
creators of non— arrangement had marked a 
bargain with the Soviet Union, the backers of 
majority rules system had suspended it in a highly 
sensitive situation, the vocal rivals of global free 
enterprise had picked up the most from 
globalization, and the main promoter of 
demilitarization had gotten to be an atomic 
power. We were presently less moral in our 
proclamations, in any case, we were likewise less 
two-faced. In any case, it has dependably been 
troublesome for a pluralist popular government 
to completely conquer its own senses for 
popularity based pluralism. Thus, in Nepal we 
attempted to democratize the government, also, 
encouraged the nation's move from a condition of 
disobedience to one of constitutionalism under 
UN sponsorship. In Bangladesh we talked up for 
fairly chose non military personnel rulers, 
notwithstanding when they sought after 
approaches that were unfriendly to us and we 
have done so again when they are in prison. Also, 
in Myanmar, when the officers smothered the 
prevalent uprising of 1988, upset the outcomes of 
a free race of 1991, shot understudies, captured 
equitably chosen pioneers, our administration at 
first responded as generally Indians would have 
wanted it to. India gave asylum to fieeing 
students,allowed them to operate their resistance 
movement on our side of the border (with some 
financial help from New Delhi), andsupported a 
newspaper and a radio station that propagated the 
democratic voice. For many years, we were on 
the side of democracy, freedom and human rights 
in Myanmar.

And then reality intruded. China and Pakistan 
began to cultivatethe generals. Major economic 
and geopolitical concessions wereoffered to both 
suitors; the Chinese even began developing a 
porton the Burmese coast, far closer to Calcutta 
than to Canton. And thegenerals of Myanmar, 
well aware of the utility of what comes outof the 

barrel of a gun, began providing safe havens and 
arms to amotley assortment of anti-Indian rebel 
movements that would wreak havoc in the north-
east and retreat to sanctuaries in Myanmar. 
Thiswas troubling enough, but the clincher came 
when large deposits of natural gas were found in 
Myanmar, which would not be available toan 
India deemed hostile to the junta. Our rivals were 
gaining ground in our backyard and we were 
losing out, the price of pursuing a moral foreign 
policy simply became too high.

So, when General Musharraf travelled to 
Myanmar, our foreign minister followed. The 
increasingly forlorn resistance operations from 
Indian soil were shut down. From standing up for 
democracy, we went to aiding and enabling an 
unsavoury military regime.When monks were 
being mown down on the streets of Yangon, our 
government called for negotiations, muttered 
banalities about national reconciliation, and 
opposed sanctions. We also sent our oil minister 
to negotiate an energy deal, making it clear where 
our real priorities lie.

Conclusion :
World, India and I: Perceptions and Expectations 
from the IOR :

For all this stress, is perfectly understandable. I 
also agree that New Delhi needs no ethical 
lessons from a Washington or a London that has 
long coddled military dictators in our 
neighbourhood. But what are we doing to 
ourselves as a civilizationfi Our policy may be 
governed by the head rather than the heart, but in 
the process we are losing a little bit of our 
essence.

I would like to end by stressing that India’s 
civilizational ethos hasbeen an immeasurable 
asset for our country in the world. This is why we 
must not allow the spectre of religious 
intolerance, or political opportunism, to 
undermine it if we wish to assume true leadership 
in the world.
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1.  Preamble :

The study of Organizational Change is 
interdisciplinary in nature and draws from the 
fields of psychology, sociology, political science, 
economics, and management. Organizational 
change is any substantial shift in the way in which 
a given organization operates or functions.  
Therefore, Change management is a very broad 
field, and approaches to managing change vary 
widely, from organization to organization and 
from project to project. Organizational change 
can be continuous or occur for distinct periods of 
time. Of course change can be relatively small in 
scale (such as a straight-forward computerization 
of a previously manual process) or it can be large 
in scale (major merger or acquisition).  
Sometimes Change is because Company’s 
Change in Mission, Rightsizing, Challenges of 
growth (especially global markets), economic 
downturns, tougher trading conditions, changes 
in strategy, Technological changes, Competitive 
pressures, Customer pressure (shifting markets), 
Learning New Organization behaviors and skills, 
Government legislation / initiatives, sometimes a 
company needs to down-size and other times 
companies identify a need to restructure in order 
to better achieve their goals. 

2.  Objectives :

- To ascertain in detail, Organization Change 
and its Impact on Organization Success  

- To emphasize Correlated concepts of 
Change Management 

- To point up different OD Interventions & 
Techniques 

- To review how Change Agents deal with 
Organization Change    

- To suggest how Organization Change could 
be a Mantra for Organization Success  

3. Some Important Concepts :

3.1 Organizational Change:-  is about reviewing 
and modifying management structures and 
business processes. 

3.2 Proactive Change:- The change or 
transitioning of individuals, teams, and 
organizations from a current state to a 
desired future state “before being incited by 
an event or stimulus”. 

3.3 Reactive Change:- The change or 
transitioning of individuals, teams, and 
organizations from a current state to a 
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desired future state “in response to an event 
or stimulus”. 

3.4 Change Management:- is an approach to 
integrate changes in individuals, teams, and 
organizations to a desired future state 
without damaging culture & efficiency.

3.5 Learning and Development:- aligns 
corporate training with business objectives. 
It ensures that staff learning and 
development needs are effectively met.

3.6 Organizational Development:- maximizes 
efficiency in the workplace by helping 
companies adjust to large-scale transitions, 
such as mergers and reorganizations. 

4.  Some Popular Interventions :

Many organizations and consultants subscribe to 
formal change management methodologies. 
These provide toolkits, checklists and outline 
plans of what needs to be done to manage changes 
successfully. Interventions can be classified as 
under :

Popular OD Interventions - Figure 1

4.1 Yardstick for Choosing the OD Interventions

When determining which of the techniques or 
innovations to adopt, there are four major 
Yardsticks to be considered, they are as under : 

- Levels, Goals, and Strategies
- Measurement and Assessment System
- Sequence of Steps and Process
- Implementation and Organizational 

Changes

4.2 Integrated Approach to Change Management  

Change management does not follow a neat line 
from start to finish. In fact, while an organization 
is going through planning for change, it is also 
dealing with change at different levels. Due to 

this dynamic environment, it is necessary to 
understand and adopt appropriate strategies viz. 
Behavioral, Structural and Technological 
Strategy as depicted in Figure 2

Integrated Approach to Change - Figure 2

4.3 Organization Development Intervention 
Cycle 

OD emerged from human relations studies in the 
1930s, during which psychologists realized that 
organizational structures and processes influence 
worker behavior and motivation. The 
Organization Development Intervention Cycle 
starts with desire to change or improve, followed 
by Investigating problem or need for changes, 
than explores solutions & benchmarks, followed 
by design interventions & results expectations, 
next by implementing interventions and lastly by 
evaluating the desired change performance & 
learning as depicted in Figure 3   

 

Organization Development Intervention Cycle - 
Figure 3



5.  Professional Change Agents :

The change agent can be either external or 
internal to the organization. An internal change 
agent is usually a HR person who has expertise in 
the behavioral sciences. Change Agents could be 
HR Practitioners, Learning and Development 
specialists,  Management Development 
Specialists, External Management Development 
Consultants, Line Managers or a combination of 
few or all, who ensures that changes are 
thoroughly and smoothly implemented, and that 
the lasting benefits of changes are achieved. They 
must have a good understanding of human 
behavior, as well as business management, 
operations and strategy. They must be able to 
evaluate the needs of an organization and must be 
good communicators and effective leaders with 
strong interpersonal and team-building skills. 
They should also be able to set and carry out goals 
of transition and be able to help others adjust to 
change. “Organizations don’t change, people do” 
if people are managed well, it becomes a Mantra 
for Organization Growth and Success. 

6.  Points to Remember for Change Agents to 
deal with Change Effectively : 

6.1  Involve Employees in the Change Process: 
Employees will effectively undermine the future 
changes with negative informal communication 
i.e. the company grapevine. The sooner we 
involve employees in the process, the better off 
we will be in implementing the change. So we 
should ask employees for the input throughout 
the change management process. Encourage new 
members of our staff to contribute their ideas.

6.2 Interview Employees regarding their 
feelings: It is critical that Change Agents 
understand what employees are feeling regarding 
the proposed change. It is only after 
understanding their feelings we will know what 
issues are important. Implementing change 
requires the ability to market and to sell. So it will 
become difficult to effectively sell without 
understanding the buyer’s needs, concerns, and 
fears.

6.3 Concentrate on Effective Delegation: Change 
Agents usually try to police all activities. We 
should not try to cover all the process ourselves. 
Effective delegation is particularly good for two 
reasons: first, it makes employees feel special, as 
such, they will not be reluctant for changes and 

second, it gives employees a sense of 
empowerment. Involving employees will help 
share the responsibility of change.

6.4  Raise levels of Expectations: Set high 
expectations that more work needs to be done 
during the change process. Change Agents should 
raise their level of expectations and also 
employees. During change, employees are more 
likely to alter their work habits, so we should 
reach for the opportunity and push them to try 
harder and work smarter. 

6.5  Ask Employees for Commitment: Well done 
is better than Well Said. So once the change has 
been announced, it is important that Change 
Agents personally ask for each employee’s 
commitment to successfully implement the 
change. It is also important that we assure the 
employee that if there are any problems. If not the 
negative employee may not tell us, but he may tell 
other employees why the change will not work.

6.6  Expand Communication Channels: During 
change, the employees will be hungrier than ever 
for information and answers. So we should keep 
employees updated on a regular basis by 
appropriate communication channels like 
newsletters, email updates and website 
announcements. We should strive to be specific; 
clear up rumors and misinformation that clutter 
the communication channels.

6.7  Keep a Positive Attitude: Change sometimes 
can be stressful and confusing. Attitude of 
Change Agents plays a key role in determining 
the success ratio of Change. Our attitude is the 
one thing that keeps us focused and controlled. So 
one should be positive and enthusiastic and foster 
motivation in others. We should also look for 
possible ways to compensate employees for their 
extra effort like praising them, what a great job 
they are doing etc. 

6.8  Effective Training & Development: Training 
is essential for employees to understand and 
adapt to a change in the workforce. Training 
allows employees to acquire new skills, sharpen 
existing ones, perform better, increase 
productivity and be better leaders. Since a 
company is the sum total of what employees 
achieve individually, organizations should do 
everything in their power to ensure that 
employees are boon to the organization. 



7.  Findings : 

With the call for reinvention and change, scholars 
have begun to examine organizat ion 
development from an emotion-based standpoint. 
A eminent person writes ‘how emotional trauma 
can negatively affect performance, due to 
downsizing, outsourcing, mergers, restructuring, 
continual changes, invasions of privacy, 
harassment, and abuses of power, many 
employees experience the emotions of 
aggression, anxiety, apprehension, cynicism, and 
fear, which can lead to performance decreases”. 
Another writer suggests that, in order to heal the 
trauma and increase performance, O.D. 
practitioners must acknowledge the existence of 
the trauma, provide a safe place for employees to 
discuss their feelings, symbolize the trauma and 
put it into perspective as changes can be 
intimidating and stressful, frequently because of 
the uncertainty often associated with new 
situations, whether managing large-scale change 
or simple alterations to policies and procedures. 

“Organizations don’t change, people do”. Just as 
in Newton's first law of motion. People are 
resistant to change in organizations because they 
think it can be uncomfortable. Each change 
initiative we manage or encounter will have its 
own unique set of objectives and activities, all of 
which must be coordinated. Many organizations 
fail to consider the following critical questions 
and therefore set themselves up for disappointing 
outcomes: 

• What needs to change and what needs to stay 
the same within the organization ?

• What resources will be required in the future 
?

• How will the change be communicated and 
managed ?

• What will the impacts be on managers and 
staff ?

• What are the customer implications? And 
much more 

Further, if an organization’s underlying strategy 
and logic are not supported by employees on all 
levels, the project will be confronted by 
resistance, refusal, criticism and non-
compliance. And the consequences can include: 
Inefficient investments in systems and 
instruments, unmotivated staff, Retention 
problems, inefficient application of tasks and 
new processes, Loss of management control over 

the organization, Stagnation and limitation in 
creativity and innovation.

8. Suggestions :  

Organizational change management should 
begin with a systematic diagnosis of the current 
situation in order to determine both the need for 
change and the capability to change. The 
objectives, content, and process of change should 
all be specified as part of a change management 
plan. The focus should be on the wider impacts of 
change, particularly on people and how they, as 
individuals and teams, move from the current 
situation to the new one. The change in question 
should range from a simple process change, to 
major changes in policy or strategy needed if the 
organization has to achieve its potential. Today, 
more and more managers are dealing with new 
government regulations, new products, growth, 
increased  compet i t ion ,  t echnologica l  
developments, and a changing workforce. In 
response, most companies should undertake 
minor changes monthly once, moderate 
organizational changes at least once a year and 
major changes every 03 years once at least. 

B e s i d e s ,  O rg a n i z a t i o n  D e v e l o p m e n t  
Interventions should combine research and 
experience to understand people and systems. 
The field of Organization Development should 
use a variety of processes, approaches, methods, 
t echn iques ,  app l ica t ions ,  to  address  
organizational issues and goals in order to 
increase performance. The Organization has to 
give special importance to the following :  

- Monitor assumptions, risks, dependencies, 
costs and cultural issues.

- Informs All Stakeholders of the reasons for 
the change (why?).

- Communicate the details of the change 
(when? where? who is involved? etc.).

- Share  the  benef i t s  of  successfu l  
implementation (what is in it for us, and 
you). 

- Devise an effective education, training 
and/or skills upgrading scheme.

- Provide personal counseling (if required) to 
alleviate any change-related fears.

- Monitoring of the implementation and fine-
tuning as and when required.

- Involve people, so they can help the journey 
and share ownership of the process.



9.  Conclusion : 

Successful companies often embrace change. 
Based on visionary leadership, improved 
technologies and increased competition, 
executing and managing is common occurrence 
in mega-corporations and small companies. 
Whether organizations merge, acquire new 
entities, downsize or re-brand, these actions 
involve and affect the people who work there. 
The key characteristic of successful company 
transitions is a systematic approach to move the 
organization from the current to the envisioned 
state. If one is not updated, than he will be 
outdated. Change management processes should 
also include creative marketing to enable 
communication between changing audiences, as 
well as deep social understanding about 
leadership styles and group dynamics. As a 
visible track on transformation projects, 
organizational change management should align 
group expectations, integrates teams, and 
manage employee-training. It should make use of 
performance metrics, such as financial results, 
operational efficiency, leadership commitment, 
communication effectiveness, and the perceived 
need for change in order to design appropriate 
strategies, resolve troubled change projects, and 
avoid change failures. As Change is a common 
thread that runs through all businesses regardless 
of size, industry and age. Our world is changing 
fast and, as such, organizations must change 
quickly too. Organizations that handle change 
well thrive, whilst those that do not may struggle 
to survive, thus it can be concluded that indeed, 
Change is a constant force in every organization. 
Learning how to manage the Organizational 
Change is a Mantra for Today’s Organizational 
Success.
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Introduction :

The December 16, 2012 gang rape in Delhi, 
which shocked the collective conscience of the 
nation triggered major changes in criminal laws 
in India including the need to replace and revamp 
our Juvenile Justice System as the master mind of 
the Nirbhaya rape case was a juvenile who was 
just falling short of 18 years of age. The brutality 
with which the heinous crime was committed was 
most shocking. The last decade has seen a huge 
leap in the rate of Juvenile crimes committed by 
older juveniles in the age group of 16-18 years in 
India. From 531 murders in 2002, the figure had 
gone upto 1,007 in 2013, for rape and assault with 
intent to outrage the modesty of women, the 
figures have gone up from 485 and 522 to 1,884 
and 1,424 respectively during the same period. 
Majority of juveniles in conflict with law 
apprehended under IPC crimes were in the age 
group of 16 yrs. – below 18 years constitute 
(71.6%) (27,986 out of39,074) during 2015. 
Numerous changes were proposed in the Juvenile 
Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 
2000 to address issues relating to implementation 
of juvenile justice and therefore, it is proposed to 
repeal existing Juvenile Justice (Care and 

Protection of Children) Act, 2000 and re-enact a 
comprehensive the Juvenile Justice (Care and 
Protection) of Children Act, 2015 to address 
major issues of juvenile justice. The Act was 
given Presidential assent on 31st December 2015 
and replaced the Juvenile Justice Act, 2000. The 
new JJCPC ACT, 2015 provides that juveniles in 
the age group of 16-18 years, committing a 
heinous offence may be tried as adults incertain 
cases, irrespective of date of apprehension. Also, 
a juvenile between 16-18 years of age who has 
committed a serious offence and apprehended 
after the age of 21 years, may be tried as an adult.  
The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 
requires all signatory countries to treat every 
child under the age of 18 years as equal . The 
provision of trying a juvenile as an adult 
contravenes the UNCRC which was ratified by 
India in 1992.As a signatory, India is required to 
undertake all appropriate measures to ensure the 
right of Children with regard to Juvenile justice, 
care and protection, adoption, etc. 

Definition of Juvenile & Child :

Section 2 of the Juvenile Justice (Care and 
Protection of Children) Act, 2015 defines the 
following terms:
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Sub Section (35) “juvenile” means a child below 
the age of eighteen years;

Sub Section (12) “child” means a person who has 
not completed eighteen years     ofof age;

Sub Section (13) “child in conflict with law” 
means a child who is alleged or found to have 
committed an offence and who has not completed 
eighteen years of age on the

Global Scenario on the issue of Age of 
Criminal Liability of Juveniles : 

• Scenario in Canada -  In regard to Canada, 
it was referred to The Youth Criminal Justice Act 
(YCJA), 2003 , as amended from time to time, 
where the age of criminal responsibility has been 
fixed at twelve years. Referring to Section 13 of 
the Criminal Code of Canada, it was submitted 
that the same is in parimateria with the provisions 
of Section 83 IPC. In fact, according to the 
Criminal Justice Delivery System in Canada, a 
youth between the ages of 14 to 17 years may be 
tried and sentenced as an adult in certain 
situations. 

It was also pointed out that even in Canada the 
YCJA governs the application of criminal and 
correctional law to those who are twelve years old 
or older, but younger than 18 at the time of 
committing the offence, and that, although, trials 
were to take place in a Youth Court, for certain 
offences and in certain circumstances, a youth 
may be awarded an adult sentence.

• Scenario in USA -  In USA, in several 
States, no set standards have been provided, 
reliance is placed on the common law age of 
seven in fixing the age of criminal responsibility, 
the lowest being six years in North Carolina as 
per juvenile justice and delinquency prevention 
Act 1974 .  The general practice in the United 
States of America, however, is that even for such 
children, the courts are entitled to impose life 
sentences in respect of certain types of offences, 
but such life sentences without parole were not 
permitted for those under the age of eighteen 
years convicted of murder or offences involving 
violent crimes and weapons violations.

• Scenario in England and Wales -  In 
England and Wales, children accused of crimes 
are generally tried under the Children and Young 
Persons Act, 1933, as amended by Section 16(1) 
of the Children and Young Persons Act, 1963. 
Under the said laws, the minimum age of criminal 

responsibility in England and Wales is ten years 
and those below the said age are considered to be 
doliincapaxand, thus, incapable of having any 
mensrea, which is similar to the provisions of 
Sections 82 and 83 IPC, 1860.

• Scenario in India -  Juvenile justice 
legislation in India on the the Liability of Juvenile 
Offender.

India has had a chequered history with regard to 
the determination of the age of juveniles in 
conflict with law. The first legislation on juvenile 
justice in India came in 1850 with the Apprentice 
Act which required that children between the 
ages of 10-18 convicted in courts to be provided 
vocational training as part of their rehabilitation 
process. This act was transplanted by the 
Reformatory Schools Act, 1897, the Indian Jail 
Committee and later the Children Act of 1960. 
The Children Act, 1960 ('1960 Act') was the first 
central legislation post-independence that aimed 
at conceptualising a system, separate from the 
criminal justice system under the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1973, for the treatment of 
juvenile delinquents. It defined a "child" to be a 
boy who has not attained the age of sixteen years 
or a girl who has not attained the age of eighteen 
years. However, during this period, each state 
was allowed to frame its own laws on the subject 
as the 1960 Act extended only to the Union 
Territories. This resulted in similar cases of 
juvenile delinquency being dealt with differently 
by courts of each state, thereby leading to 
discrepancy in judicial practice.

This discrepancy prompted the Supreme Court to 
observe that a parliamentary legislation on the 
subject of juvenile justice was desirable . It would 
not only bring about uniformity in provisions 
relating to children but also ensure better and 
more effective implementation of the same. This 
led to the enactment of the Juvenile Justice Act, 
1986, the first comprehensive legislation, which 
had countrywide application, except the state of 
Jammu and Kashmir. The Juvenile Justice Bill 
was first introduced in the Lok Sabha on 22 
August 1986. This Act was further amended in 
2006 and 2011 and was known as the Juvenile 
Justice (Care and Protection) Act, 2000. The State 
of Jammu and Kashmir has repealed its existing 
juvenile law of 1997 and has enacted the Jammu 
& Kashmir  (Care and Protection of Children) 
Act 2013. This legislation is very similar to 



India's national juvenile law except that it does 
not contain any provision on adoption. The Act 
was given Presidential assent on 31st December 
2015 and replaced the Juvenile Justice Act, 2000. 
The new JJCPC ACT, 2015 , was given 
Presidential assent on 31st December 2015 and 
replaced the Juvenile Justice Act, 2000,provides 
thatjuvenilesintheagegroupof16-18 years, 
committing a heinous offence may be tried as 
adults incertain cases,  irrespective of date of 
apprehension. Also, a juvenile between 16-18 
years of age who has committed a serious offence 
and apprehended after the age of 21 years, may be 
tried as an adult.  In all other cases, a juvenile in 
conflict with law can be required to spend a 
maximum of three years in a special home or fit 
facility for providing reformative services 
including education, skill development, 
counselling, behaviour modification therapy and 
psychiatric support during the period of stay in 
special home.  No Child in conflict with law shall 
be sentenced to death or life imprisonment 
without the possibility of release for any such 
offence, either under the provision of the JJCPC 
ACT,2015 or under the provision of IPC,1860 or 
any other law for the time being in force.

Offence committed by juveniles are categorized 
as : a) An offence, petty in nature, attracting a 
punishment of three years or less, b) An offence, 
serious in nature, attracting a punishment within 
3-7 years, c)  An offence, heinous in nature, 
attracting a punishment of 7 years or more .

Conclusion & Suggestions :

• The researchers found that the data collected 
by the National Crime Records Bureau 
establishes that crimes by children in the age 
group of 16-18 years is increasing in an 
exorbitantly high rate in India and Odisha 
also, especially in certain categories of 
heinous offences, So ,the provisions of 
JJCPC ACT,2015 is fully justified  which  
allows children between 16 and 18 years 
alleged to have committed heinous offences 
to be tried and sentenced as adults, even if, it 
contravenes India’s obligation to United 
Nations Conventions on the Right of the 
Child, to protect the broader interest of the 
society.

• Government should take steps to properly 
implement the provisions of JJCPC ACT, 
2015 & its Rules in its letter and spirit, to 

strike a balance between the broader interest 
of the society and the Child in conflict with 
law.

• Government should take immediate steps to 
root out the main causes of Juvenile crime 
like poverty, illiteracy, Hunger, malnutrition, 
unemployed parents, Drug abuse, anti-social 
peer pressure, easy availability of fire arms, 
broken families, lavish lifestyles, too much 
freedom from the parents etc.

• ‘Preliminary assessment’ by Juvenile Justice 
Board may not be fool proof as it lacks 
accuracy, capacity and expertise to evaluate 
the mental capacity of the child to commit an 
offence, which is a very complex procedure, 
in every district of Odisha and in every 
backward district in India, where there is an 
acute shortage of experienced and highly 
qualified doctors. The ‘Preliminary 
assessment’ should have been entrusted to an 
expert medical board constituted by a 
Government Medical College & Hospital for 
the said purpose.

• Placing Juveniles in the age group of 16 to 18 
years of age, who commits a heinous 
offence, to adult criminal justice system, 
based on the possible faulty and erroneous 
‘Preliminary assessment’ by Juvenile Justice 
Board is not in the best interest of the 
Children and the wider community as a 
whole & it is against the spirit of UNCRC, as 
per the version of the researchers.
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3. Introduction :

The constitution of India under Article 22 (1) and 
(2) provides the rights of arrested person. 

Article  22 protection against arrest and detention 
in certain cases- (1) No person who is arrested 
shall be detained in custody without being 
informed, as soon as may be, of the grounds for 
such arrest nor shall he be denied the right to 
consult, and to be defended by, a legal 
practitioner of his choice, (2) Every person who is 
arrested and detained in custody shall be 
produced before the nearest magistrate within a 
period of twenty four hours of such arrest 
excluding the time necessary for the journey from 
the place of arrest to the court of the magistrate 
and no such person shall be detained in custody 
beyond the said period without the authority of a 
magistrate. 

Article 22 (1) and (2) provides following 
fundamental rights: 

i) Every person has  r ight  to  know 
reasons/grounds of his arrest

ii) Every person has right to consult legal 
practitioner

iii) Every person has right to be produce before 
the nearest magistrate within twenty four 
hours of his arrest.

iv) Every person has right not to be detained in 
custody beyond the period of twenty four 
hours without the authority of the magistrate. 

4.  Rights Of Arrested Person :

4.1. Right To Know The Grounds of Arrest :

As per Section 50(1) of Cr.P.C., every person who 
is being arrested by any police officer, without 
any warrant, is entitled to know the full 
particulars of offence for which he is being 
arrested, and that the police officer is duty bound 
to tell the accused such particulars and cannot 
deny it.

As per Section 55 of Cr.P.C., when any person is 
being arrested by any police officer, who is 
deputed by a senior police officer, then such 
subordinate officer shall before making such 
arrest, notify the person to be arrested the 
substance of the written order given by the senior 
police officer specifying the offence or other 
cause for which the arrest is to be made. If this 
provision is not complied with, then the arrest 
would be rendered illegal.  

If the person is being arrested under a warrant, 
then as per Section 75 of Cr.P.C, any person who 
is executing such warrant must notify the person 
to be arrested, the particulars of such warrant, or 
even show such warrant if needed. If the 
substance of the warrant is not notified, the arrest 
would be unlawful.

The Constitution of India also confers this right as 
one of the fundamental rights. Article 22(2) of the 
constitution provides that “no person who is 
arrested shall be detained in custody without 
being informed as soon as may be, of the grounds 
for such arrest nor shall he be denied the right to 
consult, and to be defended by a legal practitioner 
of his choice.”

The Rights of an Arrested Person

Akash Sharma, (Advocate), Research Scholar,
Government Law College, Indore

1. Abstract : 

Rights of arrestee include the rights of arrestee at the time of arrest, at the time of interrogation, at 
the time of search and seizure, during the course of trial and even after conviction. The term 
“arrest” in its ordinary sense means the apprehension or restraint or the deprivation of once 
personal liberty. Hon’ble Shri Justice Rama Jois in his book ‘Seeds of Modern Public Law in 
ancient Indian Jurisprudence’ while dealing with the Human Rights and Bharatiya Values Said:

“Protection of human rights even when a person was apprehended by public servants for 
offences alleged to have been committed by him or even after conviction and sentence to undergo 
imprisonment was also envisaged.”

2. Key Words : Rights of Arrestee, Fundamental Rights, Constitution,  Accused, Protection



4.2. Information Regarding The Right To Be 
Released On Bail :

Bail means the security taken from an accused 
person to appear before the court on a pre-fixed 
date. It, is a duty of police officer to inform to 
arrested person about his right to be released on 
bail.

4.3. Right To Be Taken Before A Magistrate 
Without Delay :

Irrespective of the fact, that whether the arrest 
was made with or without a warrant, the person 
who is making such arrest has to bring the 
arrested person before a judicial officer without 
any unnecessary delay. Further, the arrested 
person has to be confined in police station only 
and nowhere else, before taking him to the 
Magistrate. These matters have been provided in 
Cr.P.C. under sections 56 and 76 which are as 
given below:

Section 56 of Cr.P.C. states that “Person arrested 
to be taken before Magistrate or officer in charge 
of police station- A police officer making an 
arrest without warrant shall, without unnecessary 
delay and subject to the provisions herein 
contained as to bail, take or send the person 
arrested before a Magistrate having jurisdiction 
in the case, or before the officer in charge of a 
police station”.

Section 76 of Cr.P.C. states that “Person arrested 
to be brought before Court without delay- The 
police officer or other person executing a warrant 
of arrest shall (subject to the provisions of section 
71 as to security) without unnecessary delay 
bring the person arrested before the Court before 
which he is required by law to produce such 
person”.

4.4. Right To Silence :

The ‘right to silence’ has been derived from 
common law principles. It means that normally 
courts or tribunals should not conclude that the 
person is guilty of any conduct merely because he 
has not responded to questions which were asked 
by the police or by the court. As per the law of 
evidence, any statement or confession made to a 
police officer is not admissible in a court of law. 
Right to silence is mainly concerned about 
confession. The breaking of silence by the 
accused can be before a magistrate but should be 
voluntary and without any duress or inducement.

As per Article 20(3) of Constitution of India 
guarantees every person has been given a right 
against self-incrimination, it states that any 
person who has been accused of any offence, 
shall not be compelled to be a witness against 
himself

4.5. Rights at Trial :

Right To A Fair Trial

The Constitution under Article 14 guarantees the 
right to equality before the law. The Code of 
Criminal Procedure also provides that for a trial 
to be fair, it must be an open court trial. This 
provision is designed to ensure that convictions 
are not obtained in secret. In some exceptional 
cases the trial may be held in camera.

Right To A Speedy Trial by the Constitution of 
India

Though this right has not been specifically 
mentioned in the Constitution, however, the SC 
in the Hussainara Khatoon case has made it 
mandatory that the investigation in the trial must 
be conducted “as expeditiously as possible.”

In cases, wherein the maximum punishment that 
can be imposed is 2 years, once the accused is 
arrested, the investigation for the trial has to be 
completed within the period of six months or 
stopped on receiving an order from the 
Magistrate, unless the Magistrate receives and 
accepts, with his reasons in writing, that there is 
cause to extend the investigation.

4.6. Right To Consult A Legal Practitioner :

Every person who is arrested has a right to consult 
a legal practitioner of his own choice. This has 
been enshrined as a fundamental right in Article 
22(1) of the Constitution of India, which cannot 
be denied in any case. Section 50(3) of the Code 
also lays down that the person against whom 
proceedings are initiated has a right to be 
defended by a pleader of his choice. This starts 
begins as soon as the person is arrested.  The 
consultation with the lawyer may be in the 
presence of police officer but not within his 
hearing.

4.7. Right To Be Examined By A Medical 
Practitioner

Section 54 of Cr.P.C. enumerates this right. It 
states that:



Section 54 of Cr.P.C:- “Examination of arrested 
person by medical practitioner at the request of 
the arrested person- When a person who is 
arrested, whether on a charge or otherwise, 
alleges, at the time when he is produced before a 
Magistrate or at any time during the period of his 
detention in custody that the examination of his 
body will afford evidence which will disprove the 
commission by him of any offence or which will 
establish the commission by any other person of 
any offence against his body, the Magistrate shall, 
if requested by the arrested person so to do direct 
the examination of the body of such person by a 
registered medical practitioner unless the 
Magistrate considers that the request is made for 
the purpose of vexation or delay or for defeating 
the ends of justice.

5.   Conclusion and Suggestions :

Article 21 of the Constitution provides that no 
person shall be deprived of his personal liberty 
except according to procedure established by law. 
It follows therefore, that the personal liberty of an 
individual can be curbed by procedure 
established by law. The Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1973, is one such procedural law. That 
law permits curtailment of liberty of anti-social 
and anti-national elements. Article 22 casts 
certain obligations on the authorities in the event 
of arrest of an individual accused of the 
commission of a crime against society or the 
Nation. 

Thus, personal liberty cannot be taken away 
except in accordance with the procedure 
established by law. Personal liberty is a 
Constitutional guarantee. However, Article 21 
which guarantees the above right also 
contemplates deprivation of personal liberty by 
procedure established by law.

Certain legal provisions provide in the law for the 
protection of the rights of an arrested person is not 
sufficient. A serious effort of securing public 
support and participation in the administration of 
criminal justice, coupled with necessary 
legislative, executive and judicial powers to act 
effectively are most warrant.

Important Citations In Relation To The Rights 
Of An Arrested Person

In Joginder Kumar Vs. State of U.P. A.I.R.994 
S.C. 1349 the Supreme Court held that right of 
arrested person upon request, to have some one 

informed about his arrest and right to consult 
privately with lawyers are inherent in Article 21 
and 22 of the Constitution. The Supreme Court 
observed that no arrest can be made because it is 
lawful for the Police Officer to do so. The 
existence of the power to arrest is one thing. The 
justification for the exercise of it is quite another. 
The Police Officer must be able to justify the 
arrest apart from his power to do so. Arrest and 
detention in police lock up of a person can cause 
incalculable harm to the reputation and self 
esteem of a person. No arrest should be made by 
Police Officer without a reasonable satisfaction 
reached after some investigation ass to the 
genuineness and bona fides of a complaint and a 
reasonable belief both as to the person’s 
complicity and even so as to the need to effect 
arrest. The Supreme Court issued the following 
requirements. 

1) An arrested person being held in custody is 
entitled, if he so requests, to have one friend, 
relative or other person who is known to him 
or likely to take an interest in his welfare told 
as far as practicable that he has been arrested 
and where is being detained. 

2) The police officer shall inform the arrested 
person when he is brought to the police 
station of this right.

3) An entry shall be required to be made in the 
diary as to who was informed of the arrest.

These protections from power must be held to 
flow from Articles 21 and 22(1) enforced strictly. 
The above requirements shall be followed in all 
cases of arrest till legal provisions are made in 
this behalf. 

The Supreme Court in D.K. Basu Vs. State of 
W.B. A.I.R.. 1997 S.C. 610  held that the 
following requirements to be followed in all cases 
of arrest or detention till legal provisions are 
made in that behalf as preventive measures. 

1) The police personnel carrying out the arrest 
and handling the interrogation of the arrestee 
should bear accurate, visible and clear 
identification and name tags with their 
designations. The particulars of all such 
police personnel who handle inte4rrogation 
of the arrestee must be recorded in a register. 

2) That the police officer carrying out the arrest 
of the arrestee shall prepare a memo of arrest 



at the time of arrest and such memo shall be 
attested by at least one witness, who may be 
either a member of the family of the arrestee 
or a respectable person of the locality from 
where the arrest is made. It shall also be 
countersigned by the arrestee and shall 
contain the time and date of arrest. 

3) A person who has been arrested or detained 
and is being held in custody in a police 
station or interrogation centre or other lock 
up shall be entitled to have one friend or 
relative or other person known to him or 
having interest in his welfare being informed 
as soon as practicable, that he has been 
arrested and is being detained at the 
particular palce, unless the attesting witness 
of the memo of arrest is himself such a friend 
or a relative of the arrestee. 

4) The time, place of arrest and venue of 
custody of an arrestee must be notified by the 
police where the next friends or relative of 
the arrestee lives outside the district or town 
through the Legal Aid Organisation in the 
District and the police station of the are  
concerned telegraphically within a period of 
8 to 12 hours after the arrest. 

5) The person arrested must be made aware of 
this right to have someone informed of his 
arrest or detention as soon as he is put under 
arrest or is detained.

6) An entry must be made in the diary at the 
place of detention regarding the arrest of the 
person which shall also disclose the name of 
the next friends of the person who has been 
informed of the arrest and the names and 
particulars of the police officials in whose 
custody the arrestee is.

7)  The arrestee should, where he so requests, be 
also examined at the time of his arrest and 
major and minor injuries if any, present on 
his/her body, must be recorded at that time. 
The inspection memo must be signed both by 
the arrestee and the police officer effecting 
the arrest and its copy provided to the 
arrestee.

8) The Arrestee should be subjected to medical 
examination by a trained doctor every 48 
hours during his detention in custody, by a 
doctor in the panel of approved doctors 
appointed by Director, Health Services of the 

concerned State or Union Territory. Director, 
Health Services should prepared such a 
panel for all Tehsils and Districts as well.

9) Copies of all the documents including the 
memo of arrest, referred to above, should be 
sent to illaqa magistrate for his record.

10)  The arrestee may be permitted to meet his 
lawyer during interrogation, though not 
through out the interrogation.

11) A police control room should be provided at 
all District and State headquarter, where 
information regarding the arrest and the 
place of custody of the arrestee shall be 
communicated by the officer causing the 
arrest, within 12 hours of effecting the arrest 
and at the police control room it should be 
displayed on a conspicuous notice board.  
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1.  Introduction  :

Reforms to the Indian financial sector over the 
past 15 years have resulted in significant growth 
and availability of financial services. These have 
unleashed increased competition, diversification 
of financial services and wider capital markets 
enabled by regulatory liberalization along with 
more stringent prudential regulation and better 
supervision.  Yet substantial proportions of the 
population continue to be deprived of financial 
services

Now day’s banks are constantly searching for 
ways to improve profitability. On the face of the 
twenty first century global economy banks’ 
service delivery practices are significantly 
changing to get hold of advantages encapsulate in 
the new technologies.  However, the degree of e-
banking proliferation in rural settings is 
unarguably under researched to date. The 
contemporary market environments   require   
the   formulation   of   strategies   which   curtails   
and   synthesizes   the reinforcement of all the 
accessible modern technologies available to the 
firm repudiating modest technological 
instruments which are fitting for ecommerce on 
the consumer’s side has been escalating.  For 
instance, ownership and awareness of the internet 
and computers is wildly increasing amongst 

households, businesses and government 
departments. 

Rural agriculture is getting increasingly 
diversified in terms of products and processes. In 
areas where commercialization of agriculture has 
reached significant levels, the traditional 
landlord-based tenancy is replaced with 
commercial-based tenancy. Where intensive 
cultivation of cash crops such as cotton is called 
for, this has become quite common. However, the 
present credit and banking procedures do not 
cater to  the  working  capital  needs  of  such  
commercial  based  tenancy  relationship.  Given 
the diversified activities, and large work force in 
rural areas, there is increasing recourse to 
multiple occupations to earn a decent livelihood.

1.2  Significance of the Study :

Today the customer demands the banks services 
for 24 hours. Now in the modern age the entire 
banking structure has been changed due to 
widespread internet technology. Now all the 
business like commerce, trade , import, export, 
purchase, and sale of goods is relying upon 
electronic technology the banking services are 
fast and economic. 

Then the scope of this study is to know how the 
rural people accept the e banking services and the 
ways to spread the services

Adoption of E-Banking Services Among Rural Customers : 
A Study with Reference to Thrissur District

Reshma S., Guest Lecturer, 
Carmel College Mala, Kerala

Abstract  :

Banking Industry is the backbone of the financial system of a country. The need to survive in the 
changing environment has leaded the banking industry to adopt internet as a medium of 
operating in the market. Internet banking provides alternatives for faster delivery of banking 
services to a wider range of customers. Internet banking refers to the use of internet as a remote 
delivery channel for banking services. It means any user with a personal computer and a browser 
can get connected to his bank website to perform any of the banking functions.  

Today technology has emerged as a strategic resource for achieving higher efficiency, control of 
operations, productivity and profitability for Banks as well as it is the realization of their 
'anywhere, anytime, anyway' banking dream for customers. But instead of all these benefits, the 
awareness and adoption rate of banking services among the rural customers is still found very 
low. India is predominantly an agricultural country and it’s above 65 % of the population lives in 
the villages. Spread of E-delivery channels in those areas is very less because of difficulty in 
reaching technology and other infrastructure which supports and helps in carrying the 
technology to these area as well as lack of knowledge of the technology and internet operating 
training.    

Keywords : Banking Industry, Internet banking, Rural Consumer



1.3 Statement of the problem

Every time the users need to perform some 
transactions , he has to go to bank in person and 
do his necessary work, which may not be so 
feasible all the time , it may be a hard and hitting 
task for the customers  and bank too. Online 
banking system provides enhanced technique for 
maintaining the required information up to date 
which results in efficiency and consumers 
transactions are made easy when they adopt e 
banking services.

Several factors influences on consumer adoption 
of internet banking like  innovation, diffusion, 
technology acceptance, online consumer 
behavior, online service adoption, service 
switching costs etc. It is very important to devise 
the strategy for technology & e-banking adoption 
by the bank. Also understanding the attitudes of 
various customers is helpful for the differentiate 
services of the banks.

2.  Literature Review :

Joseph et al. (1999) investigated the influence of 
internet on the delivery of banking services. They 
found six underlying dimensions of e-banking 
service quality such as convenience and 
accuracy, feedback and complaint management, 
efficiency, queue management, accessibility and 
customization.  Jun and Cai (2001) identified 17 
service quality dimensions of i-banking service 
quality.  These are reliability, responsiveness, 
competence, courtesy, credibility, access, 
communication, understanding the customer, 
collaboration, continuous improvement,  
content, accuracy, ease of use, timeliness, 
aesthetics, security and divers features. They also 
suggested that  some  dimensions  such  as  
responsiveness,  reliability  and  access  are  
critical  for  both traditional and internet  banks. 
Malik, S. (2014) said that financial innovation is 
key to survival of banks in contemporary banking 
environment. The importance of financial 
innovation is widely recognized. Innovation in 
product development is one of the forms of 
innovation that has been used by banks. 
Srivastav,P.K. (2013)conventional banking is an 
art but e-banking is more of science than art as it is 
more knowledge based and scientific in using 
electronic devices.

Objectives of the Study :

1. To identify the influencing factors for the 
adoption of E-banking services by the rural 

consumers.

2. To find out the reason for restricted usage of 
E-banking service among rural customers.

Research Methodology :

This study “Adoption of E-Banking services 
among rural customers with special reference to 
Thrissur district” is descriptive in nature and 
makes use of a descriptive research design. Bothe 
primary and secondary data are used for this 
study. Primary data is collected through survey. 
Secondary data were collected from website, 
books, journals etc. Primary data was collected 
from sample of 200 customers in Thrissur 
district. 

Sampling Procedure :

To collect the information about Adoption of E-
Banking services among rural customers, the 
methodology adopted in the research comprises 
of primary and secondary data and their 
systematic analysis. 

Total population of Thrissur district according to 
the 2011 census has a population of 3110327. As 
per 2011 census, 32.83% population of Thrissur 
districts lives in rural area of village. The total 
Thrissur district population living in rural areas is 
1024794 of which males and females are 488303 
and 536491 respectively.

Description Rural Urban 

Population (%) 32.83 % 67.17%
Total population 1024794 2085533
Male population 488303 992460
Female population 536491 1093073

Area of the Study :

For this study samples are collected from 
Thrissur district. 

Data Collection :

In the present study a structured presented 
questionnaire was used as the tool to collect data 
from the selected rural customers. The first part of 
the questionnaire contains questions on personal 
profile which includes age, gender, marital status, 
income and occupation. The second section 
contains question related to measurement of 
awareness and usage of e-banking services. The 
third section contains question related to the 
influencing factors for the adoption of e-banking 
services and the reason for the restricted use of e-
banking services.

The scaling technique utilized for the study is five 



point Likert scale. In this scale, the respondent is 
asked to respond to each of the statements in 
terms of five degree of agreement or 
disagreement as from strongly disagree to 
strongly agree where each response is given a 
numerical score as 1, 2, 3 4 and 5.

Tools and techniques used for analysis of data:

Confirmatory Factor Analysis, AMOS 18.0, 
Structural Equation Model, Chi-Square Test, 
Multiple Regression Analysis

Limitation of the Study :

Time constraint is a major limitation

Data Analysis And Interpretation: 

Main objective of this study is to identify the 
influencing factors for the adoption of E-banking 
services by the rural consumers. That is use full 
SEM to test the following hypothesis

H1 : Perceived Usefulness is an influential factor 
to for the adoption of E-banking services by 
the rural consumers.

H2 : Perceived Ease of Use is an influential factor 
to for the adoption of E-banking services by 
the rural consumers.

H3 : Privacy & Security is an influential factor to 
for the adoption of E-banking services by 
the rural consumers.

H4 : Reliability & Trust is an influential factor to 
for the adoption of E-banking services by 
the rural consumers.

H5 : Efficiency is an influential factor to for the 
adoption of E-banking services by the rural 
consumers 

H6 : Economical Aspects is an influential factor to 
for the adoption of E-banking services by 
the rural consumers

H7 : Demonstrability & Trial ability is an 
influential factor to for the adoption of E-
banking services by the rural consumers

Model fit Indices for CFA Influencing factors for 
adoption of E-Banking services

c2 DF P Normed GFI AGFI NFI TLI CFI RMR RMSEA
c2

Influencing 12.559 5 .028 2.520 .988 .888 .997 .985 .998 .014 .103
factors

(source: survey data)

All the attributes loaded significantly on the 
latent constructs. The value of the fit indices 
indicates a reasonable fit of the measurement 
model with data.

Table 4.34 : Regression coefficient

Path Estimate CR P explained
Variance

Perceived Usefulness -> 0.953 26.155 <0.001 90.8
Influencing factors 

Perceived Ease of Use -> 0.859 18.099 <0.001 86.2
Influencing factors

Privacy & Security ->  0.886 19.692 <0.001 97.3
Influencing factors

Reliability &Trust ->  0.973 30.117 <0.001 94.7
Influencing factors

Efficiency->  0.987 35.296 <0.001 78.5
Influencing factors

Economic Aspects-> s 0.929 23.173 <0.001 73.8
Influencing factor

Demonstrability & Trial  0.988 35.861 <0.001 90.8
ability -> Influencing factors

(source: survey data)

Next objective of the study is to find out the 
reason for restricted usage of E-banking service 
among rural customers.  

H1 : Inaccessibility is the reason for restricted 
usage of E-banking service by the rural 
consumers.

H2 : Inertia is the reason for restricted usage of E-
banking service by the rural consumers

H3 : Lack of human touch is the reason for 
restricted usage of E-banking service by the 
rural consumers

H4 : Lack of knowledge is the reason for restricted 
usage of E-banking service by the rural 
consumers ̀

H5 : Noperceivedneed is the reason for restricted 
usage of E-banking service by the rural 
consumers ̀

H6 : Costaspect is the reason for restricted usage 
of E-banking service by the rural consumers

H7 : Risksinvolved is the reason for restricted 
usage of E-banking service by the rural 



consumers

H8 : Mobile banking transact is the reason for 
restricted usage of E-banking service by the 
rural consumers

Table 4.35 Model fit Indices for CFA Restricted 
use of E banking services

2 DF P Normed GFI AGFI NFI TLI CFI RMR RMSEA
c2

Restricted 11.549 11 .399 1.050 .986 .955 .976 .997 .999 .077 .016
use

(source : survey data)

All the attributes loaded significantly on the latent 
constructs. The value of the fit indices indicates a 
reasonable fit of the measurement model with 
data.   Table 4.36 Regression coefficient

Path Estimate CR P Variance 
explained

Inaccessibility -> Reason for RU 0.724 12.857 <0.001 52.4
Inertia -> Reason for RU 0.542 8.519 <0.001 29.3
Lack of human touch -> Reason for RU 0.361 5.306 <0.001 13.0
Lack of knowledge -> Reason for RU 0.758 13.916 <0.001 57.4
No perceived need -> Reason for RU 0.358 5.258 <0.001 12.8
Cost aspect -> Reason for RU 0.177 2.511 0.013 3.1
Risks involve -> Reason for RU 0.362 5.322 <0.001 13.1
Mobile banking transact -> Reason for RU 0.707 12.368 <0.001 50.0

(source: survey data)

Findings :

To identify the influencing factors for the 
adoption of E-banking services by the rural 
consumers.

1. Perceived Usefulness is an influential factor 
to for the adoption of E-banking services by 
the rural consumers.

2. Ease of use is an influential factor to for the 
adoption of E-banking services by the rural 
consumers.

3. Privacy &Security is an influential factor to 
for the adoption of E-banking services by the 
rural consumers.

4. Reliability &Trust is an influential factor to 
for the adoption of E-banking services by the 

c

rural consumers.

5. Efficiency is an influential factor to for the 
adoption of E-banking services by the rural 
consumers.

6. Economic aspects is an influential factor to 
for the adoption of E-banking services by the 
rural consumers.

7. Demonstration, ability & Trial abilities an 
influential factor to for the adoption of E-
banking services by the rural consumers.

To find out the reason for restricted usage of E-
banking service among rural customers.

1. Inaccessibility is the reason for restricted 
usage of E-banking service by the rural 
consumers.

2. Inertia is the reason for restricted usage of E-
banking service by the rural consumers.

3. Lack of human touch is not a reason for 
restricted usage of E-banking service by the 
rural consumers.

4. Lack of knowledge is the reason for 
restricted usage of E-banking service by the 
rural consumers.

5. No perceived cost  aspect is not a reason for 
restricted usage of E-banking service by the 
rural consumers.

6. Cost aspect is not a reason for restricted 
usage of E-banking service by the rural 
consumers.

7. Risks involved are not a reason for restricted 
usage of E-banking service by the rural 
consumers.

8. Mobile banking transacts is the reason for 
restricted usage of E-banking service by the 
rural consumers. Most of the people collect 
their account details from mobile . And low 
rate of people uses internet to know account 
details. 

Conclusions :

Indian banking industry has undergone major 
changes due to economic liberalisation and 
globalisation which led to managerial 
innovations, information technology revolution, 
increasing competition, changing customer 
requirements and financial sector reforms. The 
application of information and communication 
technology concepts, techniques, policies and 
implementation strategies to banking services 



has become a subject of fundamental importance 
and concerns to all banks and indeed a 
prerequisite for local and global competitiveness. 
In the present context of the market scenario the 
present study is very relevant and will be very 
helpful to determining awareness and adoption of 
technology based banking services among rural 
customers. It also helps in determining the basic 
problems while using them and reasons behind 
not using these services. The present study has 
been made through respondents of various 
reputed public and private banks of rural areas of 
Thrissur District
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